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OUT WARREN’S WAY

THE DEBRIS FIELD
Notes from my quinquennial
desk cleaning.

E

very five years, whether it
needs it or not, it’s a good idea
to clean off your desk or, in my
case, “debris field.” Generally, I find
papers I can pitch, long-missing
travel receipts and sources of embarrassment such as unanswered emails
from the previous century. Among
my findings today:

—A May 7 news clip from The
Wall Street Journal, calling Whole
Foods “The Gatekeeper to Organic
Heaven.” It supported my long-held
belief that if vendors can make it into
Whole Foods, they can make it most
anywhere. But as I read some of it to
a credible vendor, he told me it was
nonsense boiled in vegetable oil. So
I remain curious about this, and will
keep the clip under the tape dispenser for further investigation.
—The third useless multiple-port
USB charger I’ve bought in the past
two years.
—A pile of sell sheets and emails I
printed out shortly after Expo West.
I’d promised to write all of them up
for the New Products pages, but I’m
not even halfway through. Okay,
okay, so I’m still working on it.
—Enthusiastic back-and-forth
emails with the Category Management Association (www.cpgcatnet.
org), with whom we’ve just become
media partners. Good, useful stuff
on their Web site, and a solid conference coming up Sept. 29-Oct. 1 in
Orlando.
—Postcards received by my dog,
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Nellie, about products and upcoming trade shows. I had once listed her
on a form, as a joke.
—The camera chip from a wonderful trip last month to Salt Lake
City. I’d visited my pals at Rhodes
Bake-N-Serv and photographed
some Harmons stores. You’ll be
seeing some of the shots soon. Way
cool, I promise.
—Inexplicably, a Ziploc bag full of
1980s Ted Kennedy buttons, free to
the first reader who wants them.
—A stack of emails from public
relations people who call me Wayne,
Juan (seriously) and, occasionally,
Warren. It’s their mission to remind
me hourly of their clients’ delicious,
high-end, low-cost, healthy goodies
made in state-of-the-art factories
by suspendered MBAs who would
rather spend $20,000 on PR than
$5,000 on advertising, for the same
result. I’ll file them back under the
peanut butter jar.
—Sundry fan letters to Johnny
Harris, Denise Leathers and me for
things we’ve written. Should I start a
“letter to the editor” page?
—A manila folder marked “Florida
receipts,” with business cards and
receipts from last October’s National
Frozen & Refrigerated Foods Association convention in Orlando.
—Results of a readership study we
had done on our retailer subscribers.
You especially love the cover stories,
category spotlights and new products pages. And you find us more
targeted and useful than our ginswilling generalist trade magazine
competitors.
—$3.17 in loose change.

GO FOR IT!
—Memos from a former boss reporting the need for drastic cuts in
salaries, travel, entertainment, paper
quality, etc. These inspiring memos
emboldened Paul Chapa and me to
quit and start our own magazine sixplus years ago. Go for the brass ring,
folks. No fear.

Warren Thayer, Editorial Director
warren@frbuyer.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

Organic Ice Cream
Petaluma, Calif.-based
Clover Stornetta Farms
(www.cloverpetaluma.
com) launches a line of
finely crafted premium
ice cream made with
fresh, organic milk from
American Humane
Certified cows raised
on family-owned dairy
farms. The collection
includes 12 unique
flavors, many of which feature local ingredients: Chocolate Nirvana (with organic, fair trade TCHO Chocolate),
Straight Up Vanilla, Mint to Be, Hoppy Hour (with Bear
Republic Brewing Co.’s Racer 5 IPA), Cowlifornia Sweet
Cream, French Press, Eat Your Milk & Cookies, Strawberry
Shindig, Creamy PB&C, Pistachio Perfecto, Petaluma
Pothole and Tempt Me Toffee (with Charles Chocolates
English toffee). The line will be available exclusively at
Whole Foods Markets and select independent retailers
until September. SRP is $9.99 per quart.
Quinoa-Based Breakfast Cakes
Denver-based Qrunch Foods (www.qrunchfoods.com)
introduces organic quinoa-based frozen breakfast cakes
ready to eat in minutes. Easy to prepare in a toaster
or toaster oven,
crunchy, gluten- and
soy-free Toastables are made with
protein-rich quinoa,
millet and amaranth
and lightly sweetened with organic
cane sugar. Available
varieties include Rich
Maple, Cinnamon
Vanilla, Lemon Blueberry and Original.
Positioned as a more
nutritious alternative to pancakes and waffles, the graband-go vegetarian cakes are free of corn, wheat, animal
products, eggs, nuts, dairy and MSG. Also low in sodium,
they’re offered in four-count, 11.2-ounce boxes with a
$5.99 SRP.
Light Ice Cream
Los Angeles-based Halo
Top Creamery (www.
halotop.com) expands
its line of 100% natural, non-GMO light ice
cream with three
flavors: Mint Chip,
Chocolate Mocha Chip
and Birthday Cake. Like
the rest of the collec-
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tion, the newcomers are low in calories and sugar, high in
protein and fiber and free of gluten, trans fat and gelatin
(so they’re vegetarian-friendly). In addition, they contain
no corn syrup, artificial sweeteners or synthetic growth
hormones. SRP is $4.99 to $5.99 per pint.
Gluten-Free Toast
Rudi’s Gluten-Free Bakery (www.rudisbakery.com), Boulder, Colo., rolls out Gluten-Free Toast made with its own
gluten-free sandwich bread. Free of
soy, nuts and high
fructose corn syrup,
the non-GMO
toast comes in two
flavors: Garlic (with
garlic and parmesan) and Cheesy
(made with melted cheddar
and Gouda). Each slice contains 5 grams of
fiber. Ready in minutes, the heat-and-serve toast comes
in four-slice, 9-ounce boxes with a $5.99 SRP.
Coconut Milk
Frozen Dessert
NadaMoo (www.
nadamoo.com),
Austin, Texas, adds
a Cookies & Crème
flavor to its line of
dairy- and glutenfree, non-GMO,
coconut milk frozen
desserts. Made with
organic coconut milk
and agave nectar, the
new addition blends
a sweet crème base with crunchy chocolate cookie
crumbles from Austin’s own Better Bites Bakery. NadaMoo also reformulated three of its eight existing flavors
(Java Crunch, Creamy Coconut and
Vanilla…Ahh), and the entire line comes
in new packaging featuring an updated
logo and hand-drawn illustrations. SRP is
$5.99 per pint.
Cold-Pressed Juice with Probiotics
Cleveland-based Garden of Flavor
(www.gardenofflavor.com) adds a fourth
variety, Tomato Tonic, to its new line
of never-heated, cold-pressed organic
juices with living probiotic cultures to
support digestive health. Vitamin-rich
Tomato Tonic features ripe red tomatoes, carrots, garlic, cilantro, cucumber,
celery and beets, giving consumers the
ability to drink their daily vegetables.
It’s offered in 16-ounce bottles with a
$8.49 SRP.

Q

Q

Juicy Oats for Breakfast
Zen Monkey (www.zenmonkeybreakfast.com), Van Nuys,
Calif., adds two new flavors to its “breakfast-on-the-go”
Juicy Oats line
featuring equal
parts of oatmeal,
Greek yogurt
and fruit. New are
Pineapple Coconut,
and Peach, in
5.3-ounce packages in
case packs of 12. Other
flavors include Apple
Cinnamon, Blueberry and
Strawberry. The products are
RBST- and RBGH-free, with five live and active cultures, 9
grams of protein, 180-190 calories and 24 grams of whole
grain oats. Suggested retail is $2.49.
Gluten-Free Spring Rolls
Beaverton, Ore.-based Lucky Foods (www.luckyfood.
com) launches
three gluten-free
varieties to its line
of spring rolls. The
Original, Thai and
Kale & Cranberry
flavors are also now
available in glutenfree versions. All
of the hand-rolled
products, made
with local farmfresh ingredients,
have no GMOs, MSG,
preservatives, additives, added sugars or
trans fat. There are four rolls per 8.5-ounce package, with
eight boxes to the master case.
Meatless ‘Beef’ & ‘Chicken’
Sol Cuisine Inc., Mississauga, Ontario (www.solcuisine.
com), debuts Mongolian BBQ Meatless Beef and a bulk
pack of Lightly
Seasoned Meatless
Chicken. Both are
gluten-free, vegan
and non-GMO. The
meatless beef has
eight 10.6-ounce
packages per master
case, and carries
a suggested retail
of $5.49. Created
by a vegan chef,
it features savory,
sweet and spicy
sauce. The meatless
chicken has a
suggested retail of

$9.99 and has six 22-ounce packages to the case. The “no
harm, no fowl” products can be prepared the same as
regular chicken or turkey.
Meat-Free
Bacon
Chicagobased
Quorn
(www.
quorn.com)
launches
meatless
Bacon Style Slices made with
non-GMO ingredients. Free of soy and gluten,
the meat-free strips contain 210 calories per slice. Easy
to prepare in the microwave, on the stovetop or under a
broiler, the frozen slices come in eight-count, 5.29-ounce
boxes with a $4.49 SRP.
Artisan Bread
Los Angeles-based
La Brea Bakery (www.
labreabakery.com)
introduces frozen
Take & Bake breads
made from the same
recipes and with the
same ingredients as its
best-selling fresh breads.
Ready in 12 minutes or
less, the artisan breads
come in two varieties:
French Demi Baguettes
and French Dinner Rolls. Both are offered in resealable
1-pound bags so consumers bake only what they need.
SRP is $3.99 for four baguettes or eight dinner rolls.
All-Natural Vegan Snacks
Macabee Foods (www.macabeefoods.com), Moonachie,
N.J., debuts a trio of all-natural, frozen, vegan snacks
ready in minutes. Offered under the Macabee brand, the
kosher collection
includes
Vegetable Spring
Rolls with tofu,
clear noodles
and black
mushrooms;
Vegetable Egg
Rolls featuring
garden veggies
in a crispy wheat
wrapper; and
Potstickers with
vegetables in a crispy wheat shell. The spring rolls and
potstickers come in eight-count, 6.4-ounce boxes while
the egg rolls are offered in three-count, 9-ounce boxes.
SRP is $4.49.
JUNE 2015
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THE DATABANK

TOP
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
During the 12 weeks ended
April 19, sales of frozen
foods in supermarkets,
drugstores, mass merchants,
military commissaries and
select club and dollar stores
combined totaled $12.55 billion, a 1.2%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). However,
units fell 2.5% to 3.53 billion, and volume
dropped 1.7% to 5.22 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
tumbled 1.7 points to 35.1%.
For the 52 weeks ended April 19, dollars
rose 0.9% to $52.88 billion, but units were
down 2.3% to 15.10 billion and volume
slid 1.4% to 23.59 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
decreased 1.6 points to 35.1%.
Our chart shows the largest frozen
department subcategories, including the
leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
ended April 19. Only manufacturers with at
least $500,000 in sales during the period
are listed.

F A C T O I D S

23.2%

Dollar gain by side dishes (to
$96,860,528), largest by a frozen
department subcategory with at
least $10 million in sales. Doubledigit advancees by three of the
top five players (Nestlé, General
Mills and private label) more than
offset a 12.4% loss by No. 4 Heinz,
maker of the T.G.I. Friday’s lineup.

$2,266,077

Dollar sales racked up by Red
Robin onion rings, one of the
best performers among frozen
products in distribution less
than a year — and a testament
to the power of restaurant
brands. Another restaurant brand,
Nathan’s Famous, posted a 15.6%
gain, helping advance the category 13.4% to $16,566,741.
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ICE CREAM
Private Label
Nestlé/Dreyers
Blue Bell Creameries
Good Humor/Breyers
Ben & Jerry’s
Wells’ Enterprises
Talenti
Turkey Hill Dairy
Friendly’s
Dean Foods

$1,151,247,360
$241,499,664
$206,229,600
$118,404,392
$111,117,824
$103,712,040
$75,554,760
$47,756,400
$47,277,032
$32,268,840
$22,106,154

3.5 301,273,216
(0.4) 73,819,944
(1.5)
50,162,184
(5.9) 27,097,708
8.9 28,846,864
14.5 26,023,712
(5.5)
16,501,422
55.2 10,949,650
3.4 15,224,786
16.9
11,934,692
2.8
5,015,711

0.5 883,661,120
(1.6) 268,119,840
(5.7) 108,170,464
(10.1) 79,001,608
3.7 81,853,904
10.1 26,121,050
(10.3) 82,434,256
56.2
11,413,649
(1.0) 45,336,816
23.4 35,888,732
1.2
25,417,174

(2.1)
(3.7)
(8.8)
(8.3)
1.3
10.0
(6.1)
59.1
0.2
23.7
(1.4)

PIZZA
Nestlé USA
Schwan’s
Private Label
General Mills
Bernatello’s
Palermo Villa
Home Run Inn
Newman’s Own
Pinnacle Foods Group
Amy’s Kitchen

$1,072,769,280
$480,849,344
$210,024,096
$111,261,448
$91,688,560
$19,917,984
$19,646,082
$15,658,200
$15,039,746
$14,818,226
$14,080,584

2.1 315,614,080
(0.8) 107,471,128
0.7
55,745,176
8.4 34,468,080
(1.7) 67,292,000
28.3
4,496,917
11.5
3,839,963
17.7
2,687,226
9.8
2,670,365
0.3 14,773,990
3.2
2,197,634

(3.7) 332,788,800
(6.6) 138,112,928
(6.1) 69,370,496
3.8 38,914,432
(5.3) 46,295,388
0.4
4,966,789
(9.6)
4,257,780
11.5
3,814,591
13.6
2,269,142
1.7
4,936,302
(0.2)
1,644,735

(2.6)
(7.3)
(3.0)
7.0
(2.0)
11.4
1.2
18.1
11.9
1.9
2.6

SINGLE-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES $1,006,347,776 (5.8) 466,020,288 (7.8) 300,270,720
For top-10 manufacturer data, see our story on Dinners & Entrees in this issue.

(7.5)

CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUBSTITUTES
Private Label
Tyson Foods
Perdue
Gold’n Plump
Pilgrim’s Pride
AdvancePierre
Heinz
Gold Leaf of Nebraska
Kellogg’s
Harvestland

$778,776,064
$229,417,344
$203,240,192
$65,586,424
$53,023,608
$38,137,584
$24,809,736
$17,173,602
$13,797,950
$9,779,042
$7,728,557

(3.4) 118,855,488
(3.6) 32,480,286
1.9 26,232,850
(15.3) 10,608,938
13.3
8,772,410
(31.8)
5,662,414
(2.3)
3,816,546
(10.0)
3,588,087
(12.1)
1,982,357
(3.6)
2,473,817
24.6
1,113,561

(5.4) 318,200,832 (6.4)
(6.0) 90,415,680 (8.3)
1.2 83,553,648
0.7
(17.9) 23,227,650 (20.6)
11.2 14,485,884
11.2
(36.5) 27,347,054 (22.9)
(16.8)
4,235,662 (8.7)
(9.1)
3,096,136 (11.5)
(11.5) 19,823,564 (11.5)
(4.7)
1,667,332 (2.3)
66.7
1,794,590 26.8

PROCESSED CHICKEN/CHICKEN SUB $775,279,040
Tyson Foods
$339,019,456
Private Label
$145,158,896
Perdue
$85,811,968
ConAgra
$43,948,552
Foster Farms
$30,176,044
John Soules Foods
$27,905,656
Maxi
$14,423,649
On-Cor
$10,838,085
AdvancePierre
$10,732,820
Aidells
$6,208,753

3.9 126,674,560
(1.1) 193,687,872 (0.4)
(2.0) 48,512,104 (10.2) 85,900,952
(6.1)
8.5 22,324,824
5.6 36,942,000
4.6
17.1
17,752,262
19.4 18,340,568
17.3
(8.2)
9,106,630
(9.7) 13,949,550 (10.3)
34.9
4,812,588
30.3
6,995,768
37.5
24.3
7,141,116
18.3
4,911,725
18.4
8.3
1,757,924
8.4 5,570,003 10.2
1.8
2,502,700 (19.9)
4,562,619
0.9
(21.2)
2,291,227 (22.0)
3,514,218 (22.6)
20.2
1,099,862
21.3
824,897
16.9

NOVELTIES
Nestlé/Dreyers
Good Humor/Breyers
Private Label
Wells’ Enterprises
Blue Bell Creameries
Mars
Unilever Bestfoods
J&J Snack Foods
Ziegenfelder Co.
Ice Cream Specialties

2.1 218,589,840
3.4 54,538,476
1.1 42,776,032
(0.2) 29,768,140
(8.8) 18,092,750
6.1
8,609,182
3.6 9,404,880
4.1
5,068,304
0.4
3,668,215
10.9
5,386,411
13.3
3,166,282

(1.2) 294,198,944
(0.7) 54,401,600
(0.5) 61,199,032
(6.3) 58,958,696
(14.0) 24,927,784
6.0 16,364,070
4.3
6,858,194
(5.1)
3,234,961
(5.0)
7,816,637
9.7 12,957,210
7.7
5,892,538

(1.1)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(4.9)
(11.3)
4.9
4.2
(3.5)
(3.4)
8.5
5.2

FISH/SEAFOOD
$655,469,824 (0.5) 96,035,392
IRI is unable to supply top-10 manufacturer data.

(1.8) 139,798,752

(2.4)

HNDHLD ENTREES (NON-BRKFST) $592,640,000
3.8 173,903,648 (1.8) 185,439,040
For top-10 manufacturer data, see our story on Dinners & Entrees in this issue.

2.8

$746,502,784
$200,897,088
$142,792,416
$93,893,000
$75,881,472
$33,716,536
$32,898,968
$21,059,338
$12,886,764
$11,618,525
$11,543,486

Q

Q

-5.8%

Dollar loss by single-serve dinners/entrees (to $1,006,347,776),
the largest frozen subcategory
to see its sales fall more than 5%.
Among the top 10 brands, only
No. 2 Marie Callender’s (+16.5%)
managed a significant gain,
but watch out for private label
(+13.9%) and Amy’s (+10.6%).

190.3%

Dollar gain by private label gnocchi (to $338,206), largest by a
store brand frozen product with
at least $250,000 in sales. Its
success more than offset losses
by three of the remaining top
five brands, driving a 17.7% gain
for the subcategory as a whole
— biggest in the frozen pasta
segment.

1840

Year England’s Queen Victoria
married Prince Albert wearing
a white wedding gown, starting
a bridal tradition that endures
to this day. Up until that time,
brides simply wore their best
dress.

54.1%

Percentage of ice milk/frozen
dairy dessert volume sold with
merchandising support during
the most recent 12 weeks — 3.3
points less than a year ago but
still highest in the frozen department. Despite the heavy support,
sales in the Breyers-dominated
segment tumbled 7.5% to
$51,245,736.

-26.0%

Dollar loss by drink/cocktail drink concentrates (to
$20,653,344), biggest loser among
frozen subcategories with at
least $10 million in sales. An
18.9% gain by top-seller Jamba
wasn’t nearly enough to offset losses by eight of the nine
remaining top 10 brands.

SHRIMP
$527,045,504
IRI is unable to supply top-10 manufacturer data.

5.6

57,317,480

7.2 60,068,136

7.3

MULTI-SERVE DINNERS/ENTREES
$481,781,696 (0.9) 75,530,304 (6.3) 162,219,680
For top-10 manufacturer data, see our story on Dinners & Entrees in this issue.

(5.1)

APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS
General Mills
Rich Products Corp.
Windsor Foods
Delimex
Ore-Ida
Private Label
Heinz
Schwan’s
Ruiz Foods
ConAgra

$431,550,784
$129,914,792
$35,491,900
$34,114,040
$32,358,524
$31,459,568
$27,315,044
$21,296,356
$15,149,585
$13,803,424
$11,169,971

3.1 100,297,488
5.4 32,446,574
(2.2)
5,638,166
2.8
6,833,390
12.5
4,886,750
4.9
7,878,421
16.8
7,013,536
(14.8)
3,849,399
(0.4)
3,925,758
(16.0)
1,983,988
16.2
2,475,042

1.8 127,394,672
1.5 49,897,908
(4.1) 10,218,373
(2.7)
9,590,514
7.2 9,099,080
3.2
7,296,798
14.8
6,605,817
(17.7)
4,219,868
2.6
3,980,439
(19.5) 3,609,082
40.3
1,869,175

3.5
5.7
(5.6)
2.9
3.5
4.6
15.0
(16.1)
(4.1)
(22.1)
4.9

PLAIN POTATOES/FRIES/HSHBRNS
Ore-Ida
Private Label
Alexia Foods
ConAgra
Lamb-Weston
McCain
Heinz
J.R. Simplot
Mr. Dell Foods
Mr. Dee’s

$376,012,032
$161,650,528
$132,380,736
$24,359,700
$14,630,536
$10,446,539
$8,306,204
$7,112,505
$2,867,657
$2,688,257
$2,397,897

(0.5) 135,161,984
(1.3) 52,566,688
0.0 56,422,768
(5.6)
6,891,314
27.1
5,442,637
(8.2)
3,699,935
(14.1)
3,189,413
12.2
403,831
(9.3)
1,457,783
2.7
882,294
29.5
986,562

(2.7) 276,311,520 (0.3)
(5.3) 101,785,520
0.1
0.7 119,169,688 (0.0)
(9.7) 10,464,185 (11.1)
24.3
7,894,956 28.0
(12.4)
7,359,782 (14.1)
(15.2)
4,978,618 (16.0)
16.2
12,114,938
16.2
(12.3)
2,911,429 (12.6)
1.1
1,872,388
(1.2)
21.5
1,509,189
17.7

TURKEY/TURKEY SUBSTITUTE
Jennie-O
Cargill
Private Label
Butterball
Perdue
Foster Farms
Plainville Farms
Harvestland
Royal Sausage Co.
Eaves Packing Co.

$341,970,112
$133,646,272
$65,896,264
$59,095,200
$36,905,760
$12,901,528
$10,819,816
$6,318,482
$4,681,253
$1,776,559
$1,357,011

13.0 66,588,408
11.2
25,169,120
9.3 13,359,666
17.7
11,352,260
30.8
6,791,874
0.9
3,122,514
(2.0)
1,929,148
32.9
1,299,938
5.6
1,034,139
(29.2)
360,541
120.0
152,207

9.7 97,746,384
9.8
8.9 38,926,368
9.7
2.6 18,729,478
2.9
19.1 15,553,003
15.9
28.2
11,797,186
31.9
1.6
3,537,847 (0.2)
(7.8) 2,652,888 (7.2)
31.6
1,299,938
31.6
7.0
1,109,616
5.7
(34.9)
693,405 (34.7)
110.6
340,451 135.5

MEAT (NO POULTRY)
Private Label
Eaves Packing Co.
Jensen Meat Co.
Home Market Foods
Quaker Maid Meats
Steak-umm
AdvancePierre
Armour-Eckrich
Wis-Pak Foods
Hillshire Brands

$337,225,600
$112,652,272
$22,275,096
$20,178,608
$14,871,300
$14,274,222
$12,426,036
$11,164,716
$8,576,698
$4,492,708
$3,366,545

4.3
12.8
8.0
104.4
70.9
(4.5)
(0.1)
(1.3)
11.3
(42.7)
(74.5)

41,302,136 (3.8) 87,934,048 (5.9)
12,307,908
2.2 29,877,970 (0.0)
1,693,770 (10.1)
3,770,435 (9.6)
821,496
65.3
6,045,632 66.9
2,573,425
61.5
4,287,778
57.7
2,400,160 (17.1)
3,674,929 (14.9)
2,150,698 (2.5)
2,183,033 (2.3)
1,270,371 (15.9)
2,297,761 (14.8)
2,472,924
13.2
2,744,398
12.4
203,779 (54.8)
1,222,673 (54.8)
312,089 (81.9)
530,863 (74.8)

FRUIT
Private Label
Dole
Jasper Wyman & Son
Trailblazer
World Variety Produce
Goya
Earthbound Farm
Welch’s
New World Farms
Small Planet Foods

$269,989,664
$172,368,400
$42,203,412
$11,863,323
$8,437,577
$3,802,622
$3,528,241
$3,370,663
$3,144,778
$3,140,995
$1,894,473

8.5
7.9
8.6
12.9
(0.8)
2.8
7.9
116.5
20.2
(22.4)
0.1

55,729,696
36,855,304
7,952,948
1,788,849
980,643
389,500
1,370,235
585,643
742,348
526,774
424,382

BREAKFAST HANDHELD
Hillshire Brands

$251,406,640
$141,858,096

3.5 50,208,696
7.1 19,522,268
JUNE 2015

2.6 83,562,256
5.9
2.9
51,193,992
7.0
4.5 14,812,722
3.9
(8.2)
3,523,786
9.3
(5.2)
2,941,930 (5.2)
(5.7)
1,947,501 (5.7)
5.9
1,215,548
6.6
81.7
490,537 106.1
15.2
666,736 22.9
(21.7)
1,053,548 (25.9)
(14.9)
344,690 20.8
(1.4) 56,421,584
3.0 32,606,744

0.7
5.9
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TOP
DAIRY
BY BESSIE BOVINE
During the 12 weeks ended
April 19, sales of dairy products
in supermarkets, drugstores, mass
merchants, military commissaries
and select club and dollar stores
combined topped $18.39 billion, a 2.5%
increase compared with the same period
a year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI (@iriworldwide). Unit sales
edged up 0.4% to 6.74 billion, but volume
fell 2.0% to 53.70 billion. Percentage of
volume sold with merchandising support
jumped 2.6 points to 37.8%.
For the 52 weeks ended April 19, dollars
shot up 4.8% to $78.83 billion, but units slid
0.5% to 28.57 billion and volume tumbled
3.6% to 233.41 billion. Percentage of volume
sold with merchandising support dropped
1.1 points to 36.4%.
Our chart shows the largest dairy
department subcategories, including the
leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
ended April 19. Only manufacturers with at
least $500,000 in sales during the period
are listed.

F A C T O I D S

193.3%

Dollar gain by milk
substitutes-all other (to
$17,258,230), largest in the
dairy department among
subcategories with at least
$500,000 in sales. Most of
the credit goes to WhiteWave
Foods’ new Silk Cashew Milk,
already the segment’s top
seller by a mile.

-2.3%

Dollar loss by cookie/
brownie dough (to
$104,823,680), likely the
result of reduced merchandising support and a shift of
some sales to the freezer section where Nestlé’s Toll House
Cookie Dough is enjoying
early success.

12 www.frbuyer.com
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SKIM/LOWFAT MILK
Private Label
HP Hood
WhiteWave Foods
Dean Foods
Prairie Farms Dairy
Hiland Dairy
Kemps
Organic Valley
Oak Farms Dairy
Borden

$2,042,561,280
$1,301,269,760
$105,068,720
$79,287,032
$59,529,096
$36,813,472
$33,453,260
$23,209,544
$22,551,676
$17,726,788
$16,912,800

YOGURT
$1,826,759,424
IRI is unable to supply the top-10 manufacturers.
FRESH EGGS
Private Label
Eggland’s Best
Country Creek Farms
Cal Maine Foods
Pete & Gerry’s
R.W. Sauder
Dutch Farms
Hillandale Farms
Donner
Sunny Farms

(9.8) 678,963,840 (4.5) 4,313,757,696 (5.3)
(10.3) 458,877,632 (2.4) 3,086,149,632 (3.0)
9.2 25,553,430
6.1 117,172,584
7.9
1.7 15,695,960 (5.4) 70,078,848 (7.4)
(30.5)
19,917,610 (28.4) 127,102,864 (31.7)
(9.9) 12,524,698 (4.9) 77,284,160 (7.9)
(6.2) 10,936,426
0.4 63,982,096 (0.5)
(8.4)
7,928,722
(5.3) 48,857,652 (4.9)
(1.8)
4,559,143 (12.2) 19,406,836 (13.3)
(10.5)
5,579,874
(9.2) 36,714,120 (9.0)
(20.3)
4,970,893 (22.0) 23,759,086 (26.4)
1.8 1,266,561,792 (0.4) 823,199,360
3.0
3.3
7.4
51.9
0.6
41.7
(2.7)
(25.1)
(18.8)
(21.2)
(98.1)

(0.1)

$1,428,020,352
$745,199,168
$218,886,416
$178,064,992
$37,502,464
$15,416,380
$13,603,632
$12,258,779
$11,301,786
$10,109,658
$503,353

8.7 515,248,384
7.4 297,005,376
13.3 63,758,896
63.9
61,132,704
(3.6)
10,556,132
57.6
3,624,556
(17.9)
4,685,372
(21.4)
5,961,974
(17.6)
5,041,712
(1.7)
3,093,386
(98.4)
242,987

7,612,390,912
3.1
4,283,008,256 2.6
844,852,032
8.2
1,089,958,656 60.1
229,894,112 (4.3)
40,466,312
51.2
76,083,664 (25.2)
77,887,056 (21.5)
67,362,552 (17.6)
44,857,000 (24.6)
2,939,090 (98.6)

NATURAL SHREDDED CHEESE $1,106,407,168
Private Label
$634,716,608
Kraft
$234,512,208
Sargento
$101,368,048
Crystal Farms
$30,839,980
Dairy Farmers of America
$20,211,874
Schreiber Foods
$16,198,322
Saputo Cheese
$9,711,242
Belgioioso
$6,960,784
Tillamook County Creamery
$6,782,265
Dutch Farms
$5,275,386

4.9 336,895,904
4.5 189,754,192
(0.6) 73,304,400
10.8
32,768,318
7.4 10,156,045
(5.8)
7,522,110
115.1
6,149,296
(5.6)
2,814,730
16.0
1,635,051
19.9
1,600,357
15.0
2,188,102

0.5 230,595,040
2.7
1.3 146,178,976
3.4
(8.3) 41,277,808 (5.4)
8.9
17,326,216
7.4
(0.3) 6,095,528
3.9
(14.9) 4,048,838 (13.0)
143.3
4,307,498 116.6
(9.2)
1,194,847 (7.5)
9.7
548,943
4.3
12.6
1,177,591
4.4
9.0
1,199,425
6.8

WHOLE MILK
Private Label
WhiteWave Foods
HP Hood
Dean Foods
Hiland Dairy
Prairie Farms Dairy
Oak Farms Dairy
Borden
Organic Valley
Garelick Farms

$955,234,688
$584,744,640
$45,826,008
$30,362,860
$20,656,656
$19,349,212
$15,964,978
$15,063,932
$14,797,419
$10,333,280
$8,236,909

(1.0) 309,715,904
(1.6) 200,004,000
21.1
9,266,211
18.6
7,352,489
(27.9)
6,726,632
(3.7)
6,158,504
3.8
5,308,307
(0.2) 4,805,404
(8.2)
4,477,124
13.9
2,125,220
(7.7)
2,784,574

4.4 1,962,787,200 4.0
7.1 1,353,080,704
7.0
12.5 40,447,932 10.4
15.0 35,455,084 16.6
(26.1) 43,718,496 (29.6)
1.1 34,636,556
0.4
8.7 31,680,308
5.0
1.7 31,286,832
1.9
(10.0) 22,662,340 (11.9)
4.2
9,213,855
1.9
(9.9) 14,644,250 (13.8)

NATURAL CHUNKS
Private Label
Kraft
Tillamook County Creamery
Cabot Creamery
Bel Brands
Lactalis
Caciquea
Belgioioso
Crystal Farms
Boars Head/Brunckhorst

$831,695,360
$282,768,032
$103,847,840
$53,844,088
$42,759,564
$40,135,704
$28,928,300
$23,978,384
$23,438,572
$19,382,870
$11,069,263

4.2 212,866,864
1.7 77,247,072
(8.2) 33,073,380
7.6
9,207,500
9.4
11,781,398
30.5
8,237,587
(4.3)
5,971,766
7.3
7,151,532
6.8
4,552,749
(1.9)
7,157,518
14.4
1,707,646

1.5 151,106,176
1.7 62,906,188
(11.4)
18,611,874
2.1 10,491,946
8.0
7,608,739
23.8
3,687,947
(6.2) 4,840,977
1.7
5,483,177
3.7
2,485,981
(5.8)
3,838,216
11.1
857,410

ORANGE JUICE
Tropicana Dole Beverages
Simply Orange
Private Label

$737,467,008
$211,680,720
$170,721,168
$125,064,848

(2.6) 211,796,288
(7.6) 53,392,224
3.6 45,452,920
(2.0) 43,597,876

(6.8) 14,299,760,640 (7.4)
(14.2) 3,414,366,720 (15.3)
0.8 2,756,170,752 (2.1)
(5.6) 3,529,590,272 (4.6)

(0.9)
0.5
(13.0)
(2.0)
5.0
29.6
(6.6)
1.8
0.7
(5.1)
10.7

Q

Q
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Miles per hour taxi driver Jacob
German was traveling in 1899
when he was issued the world’s
first speeding ticket by a New
York City police officer who
watched him put the pedal
to the metal on Manhattan’s
Lexington Ave. His penalty for
going 4 miles over the speed
limit? Jail.

$7,450,914

Dollar sales racked up by
Starbucks Iced Espresso Classics
ready-to-drink coffee during
the most recent 12 weeks, one
of the best performances by a
refrigerated product in distribution less than a year. Its success
helped boost subcategory sales
13.2% to $37,379,576.

58.0%

Percentage of butter/butter
blends volume sold with merchandising support during the
most recent 12 weeks, highest
in the dairy department — and
18.7 percentage points more
than a year ago.

18%

Percentage of respondents
to a recent survey who admit
they’ve “fixed” the toilet paper
so it goes over the top of the
roll when using someone else’s
bathroom.

91.8%

Dollar gain by private label
lemonade (to $8,593,659), largest by a store brand refrigerated product with at least
$500,000 in sales. Seven of the
nine remaining top 10 brands
also saw their sales rise — four
by double-digits — boosting
total subcategory sales 12.9% to
$111,905,408.

Citrus World
Coca-Cola
Sweeney Enterprises
Johanna Foods
Dean Foods
Hiland Dairy
Odwalla
BUTTER/BUTTER BLENDS
Private Label
Land O’Lakes
Challenge Dairy Products
Keller’s Creamery
Irish Dairy Board
Tillamook County Creamery
Crystal Farms
Cabot Creamery
Darigold
Dairy Farmers of America

$94,293,520
$86,377,392
$8,071,649
$5,888,143
$3,126,696
$2,637,686
$2,450,466

(0.6)
(4.7)
(3.6)
33.2
(14.8)
5.4
(28.2)

26,512,434
(6.7) 1,720,235,264
26,066,220 (8.5) 1,797,328,384
3,248,900
(3.9) 191,685,104
2,813,163 34.0 164,843,056
1,020,928 (18.2) 79,714,096
1,022,349
1.0 76,040,264
333,319 (46.8) 23,793,264

(6.0)
(7.7)
(3.9)
35.0
(17.5)
1.3
(31.9)

$580,626,304
$259,049,664
$196,519,264
$31,431,834
$17,304,462
$14,973,214
$8,135,956
$5,864,888
$5,575,311
$3,857,958
$3,306,487

10.8 173,699,904
4.7 78,680,920
13.4 58,705,964
23.9
9,141,980
11.8
5,709,173
112.0
4,139,025
15.3
2,165,837
(0.2)
1,826,081
(1.7)
1,485,529
7.5
1,303,929
7.7
1,027,471

5.8 170,390,336
(1.5) 87,039,904
12.7 52,430,876
13.9
8,525,493
1.0
4,273,260
123.4
2,099,191
10.4
2,165,837
(4.1)
1,746,271
(14.1)
1,439,290
7.7
1,303,929
(1.8)
573,850

COFFEE CREAMER
Nestlé USA
WhiteWave Foods
Private Label
HP Hood
Turtle Mountain
Bay Valley Foods
Shamrock Foods
Darigold
Califia Farms

$516,438,144
$296,076,416
$140,357,056
$46,519,608
$24,885,860
$3,579,010
$2,042,254
$1,128,811
$818,235
$692,116

4.6 167,040,864
6.4 88,514,208
3.6 47,696,712
4.8 18,089,028
(9.0)
9,782,620
20.9
1,395,410
(10.9)
568,513
(35.4)
430,455
(8.7)
252,270
*
149,289

2.0 325,149,696
5.2
4.8 179,764,512
7.0
0.7 87,916,928
3.4
3.3 37,248,852
6.3
(14.0) 15,274,970
(1.7)
18.0
1,494,850
21.3
(12.3)
1,605,226 (10.1)
(34.2)
860,911 (34.2)
(15.7)
504,540 (14.7)
*
298,578
*

NATURAL SLICES
Private Label
Sargento
Kraft
Tillamook County Creamery
Crystal Farms
Belgioioso
Dairy Farmers of America
Boar’s Head/Brunckhorst
Land O’Lakes
Applegate Farms

$459,587,488
$179,856,800
$128,376,304
$47,279,656
$17,996,448
$12,831,669
$10,195,040
$8,521,482
$6,860,689
$5,106,600
$4,458,020

15.0 136,695,072
10.9
57,137,836
18.9 40,414,288
12.5 15,892,540
33.6
3,585,222
29.3
3,668,626
16.2
1,577,712
13.3
3,110,813
31.5
1,056,246
6.0
1,186,541
27.0
801,616

PRCSSD/IMITATION CHEESE-SLICES $440,149,376
Kraft
$258,359,360
Private Label
$112,039,120
Dairy Farmers of America
$36,042,880
Land O’Lakes
$6,834,911
Crystal Farms
$5,123,297
Schreiber Foods
$3,929,586
Galaxy Nutritional
$2,939,644
Boar’s Head/Brunckhorst
$2,001,134
Bongards’ Creameries
$1,963,944
Great Lakes Cheese Co.
$1,484,683

(2.3) 125,978,104
0.4 66,039,464
(8.7) 35,477,792
(9.8) 15,106,078
10.4
1,034,148
(11.6)
1,275,876
127.4
1,457,039
(11.1)
881,952
41.1
325,275
16.6
276,493
(4.5)
1,087,037

MARGARINE/SPREADS
$351,035,008 (6.6) 151,188,048
Unilever Bestfoods
$209,467,456
(3.9)
79,722,712
ConAgra
$62,148,388
(4.3)
40,134,152
Boulder Brands
$33,961,320 (20.3)
9,794,784
Private Label
$16,428,695 (17.0)
9,861,641
Earth Balance
$9,120,445
23.2
2,196,287
Land O’Lakes
$8,896,504 (10.4)
4,225,593
Olivio
$3,882,657
(0.2)
1,644,069
Ventura Foods
$2,952,343 (31.4) 2,203,880
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
$2,045,585 (11.6)
442,290
Heart Light
$693,380 (12.3)
291,620
* Product has been in distribution less than one year.
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11.8 71,273,920
6.2 30,661,164
16.5 18,866,720
11.2
7,500,462
33.5
2,735,490
28.0
1,999,245
12.7
1,519,156
7.5
1,374,310
22.9
518,326
3.3
551,769
23.8
407,508

5.5
(1.4)
15.4
16.4
3.9
124.2
10.4
(4.3)
(14.9)
8.6
(7.3)

10.7
5.6
16.4
10.2
27.2
25.8
5.6
4.4
23.0
3.2
21.6

(7.4) 117,251,464 (6.4)
(6.7) 63,424,072
(5.1)
(9.8) 34,371,508 (9.4)
(12.3)
11,150,415 (13.5)
5.9
1,369,752
4.8
(24.9)
1,272,805 (21.7)
199.6
1,247,695 202.5
(11.5)
402,914 (11.3)
33.0
162,637 33.0
33.1
600,522
31.0
14.0
814,465
7.4
(8.3) 212,005,296
(4.0) 123,522,960
(7.9) 50,335,048
(27.2)
11,276,738
(18.6) 15,090,304
23.9
1,959,775
(8.2)
4,183,043
(1.9)
1,409,486
(26.4)
2,953,309
(12.9)
221,145
(11.0)
291,436

(5.8)
(1.9)
(4.5)
(21.8)
(18.3)
22.7
(8.4)
(2.3)
(32.3)
(12.9)
(11.1)
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TOP DELI

SLICED LUNCHMEAT
$1,257,948,672
Kraft
$473,194,752
BY DELANO DELI
Private Label
$226,964,544
Hillshire Brands
$138,265,056
Sales of deli products in
Land O’Frost
$96,338,096
supermarkets, drugstores, mass
Bar-S
$43,844,552
merchants, military commissaries
Carl
Buddig
&
Co.
$36,010,724
and select club and dollar stores
$28,906,366
combined registered $5.78 billion Hormel
Armour-Eckrich Meats
$25,261,164
during the 12 weeks ended April 19, a 5.5%
Applegate Farms
$24,928,300
increase compared with the same period
Greenwood Packing
$12,197,344
a year ago, reports IRI (@iriworldwide), a
Chicago-based market research firm. Units
UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY) $1,057,628,928
edged up 0.2% to 1.51 billion, but volume fell Private Label
$537,275,840
0.9% to 1.39 billion. Percentage of volume
Tyson Fresh Meats
$125,500,760
sold with merchandising support jumped 2.6 Cargill
$115,265,368
points to 35.8%.
Tyson Foods
$66,365,044
For the 52 weeks ended April 19, dollars
FPL Food
$40,539,496
shot up 7.4% to $25.47 billion, while units
Hormel
$28,881,200
climbed 0.5% to 6.71 billion. However,
Laura’s Lean Beef
$23,118,666
volume was down 0.7% to 6.22 billion,
Interstate
Meat
$13,697,810
and percentage of volume sold with
National Beef
$9,293,024
merchandising support dwindled 0.9 points
Meadow Buffalo
$8,316,315
to 35.2%.
Our chart shows the largest deli
BACON
$976,492,672
department subcategories, including the
Kraft
$213,215,392
leading manufacturers, for the 12 weeks
Private Label
$207,665,312
ended April 19.
Hormel
$107,850,864
Wright Brand
$75,230,368
F A C T O I D S
Smithfield
$54,412,112
Farmland Foods
$43,078,536
Gwaltney of Smithfield
$25,240,276
John Morrell & Co.
$22,097,574
Tyson Foods
$19,617,824
Bar-S
$17,868,746

-3.7%

Dollar loss by pork products/
hocks/feet (to $13,411,199),
the only deli subcategory to
see sales fall during the most
recent 12 weeks. Nos. 3 and
4, Bear Creek and Smithfield,
saw their sales jump 12.5% and
23.5%, respectively, but it wasn’t
enough to offset losses by the
segment’s top two brands.

55.3%

Dollar gain by peppers/pimentos/olives (to $2,726,997), largest by a deli subcategory. The
advance was driven largely by
top-seller private label (+347.8%).
No. 2 brand DeLallo saw its sales
tumble 37.9%.

40%

Percentage of respondents to
an MSNBC poll who admitted
they’ve gone through the express
lane with too many items — just
to see if they could get away
with it.
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4.1 371,408,704
4.0 127,588,864
5.3 55,256,488
0.9 33,494,188
(0.1)
24,155,572
7.6
24,712,914
11.2
31,553,320
4.1
7,996,693
9.5
9,802,676
31.2
4,645,315
(10.0)
7,642,093

(3.5) 267,471,888
(5.0) 107,054,880
(5.6) 42,941,480
(10.8) 21,070,152
(5.5) 20,422,282
4.9 22,120,792
11.5
7,335,951
(2.3)
4,143,560
10.0
6,873,076
30.2
1,810,554
(22.1)
3,679,969

(4.0)
(2.0)
(7.2)
(7.0)
(8.4)
5.2
2.1
(4.1)
7.7
29.3
(21.4)

13.2 142,695,120 (0.7) 236,286,016 (2.6)
20.7 74,653,088
6.0 128,428,464 (0.4)
77.9 14,389,267
56.5 28,291,016 70.0
(2.6) 14,202,346 (22.6) 25,121,540 (15.6)
(38.1)
11,035,719 (33.1)
14,158,374 (48.4)
27.8
4,948,142
8.9 8,363,064
9.7
(24.6)
4,017,772 (30.6)
5,640,175 (26.9)
15.8
2,942,345 (2.8)
3,156,472
3.3
29.6
1,784,304
9.7
3,076,302
21.2
15.7
804,189 (5.4)
2,180,675 (3.9)
5.0
840,853
(0.1)
866,601 (0.2)
0.4 222,738,768
(0.5) 46,184,976
0.5 50,123,068
(0.6)
21,110,540
(5.2)
7,847,434
26.8
13,828,321
(5.5)
9,649,396
(1.2)
7,494,750
(2.5)
6,904,953
6.7
5,556,150
(15.5)
5,427,911

5.2 210,752,976
6.3
1.4 39,942,488
4.2
7.4 49,788,540 10.9
9.8
18,211,476
8.6
(2.2) 16,322,424
(5.1)
34.8 14,423,406
37.3
(9.3) 9,750,890
(7.3)
0.5 6,507,280 (0.7)
5.7 5,278,030
4.3
9.2
4,865,724
17.9
(10.6) 4,300,047 (10.6)

DINNER SAUSAGE
Johnsonville Sausage
Hillshire Brands
Private Label
Armour-Eckrich Meats
Aidells
Premio
Bar-S
Kayem Foods
Conecuh Sausage Co.
J&B Sausage Co.

$754,144,192
$155,590,192
$138,776,016
$79,190,992
$58,842,328
$19,753,940
$18,077,392
$15,537,642
$11,396,806
$11,036,849
$9,740,811

8.9 188,986,672
9.2
36,365,132
3.7 36,368,696
19.7
18,745,576
15.6
18,779,414
20.2
3,463,730
(2.0)
3,481,169
23.5
3,277,081
5.4
2,525,119
24.6
2,114,967
26.0
2,612,347

1.2 201,779,584
0.9 38,544,528
(9.4) 33,654,636
5.4 21,120,296
13.5 18,739,408
19.5
2,597,797
(8.4)
4,569,130
24.8
7,079,918
3.5
1,928,153
12.2
2,534,983
25.4
3,481,027

0.6
1.7
(9.3)
9.9
10.5
19.5
(15.6)
20.0
2.9
15.9
21.4

FRANKFURTERS
Hillshire Brands
Kraft
Bar-S
ConAgra
Nathan’s Famous
Private Label
Gwaltney of Smithfield
Armour-Eckrich Meats
John Morrell & Co.
Kayem Foods

$536,139,872
$124,779,016
$103,654,760
$74,204,272
$37,535,352
$23,890,338
$16,476,670
$14,948,056
$10,822,101
$8,908,299
$6,421,381

2.4 196,457,456
4.1 29,820,316
(6.6) 32,927,794
0.3 59,436,064
(0.7) 6,298,886
336.6
4,974,378
(0.1)
5,248,851
1.9 8,260,648
14.3
6,023,588
36.4
6,371,375
8.9
1,065,963

(3.9) 201,557,504
(6.0) 31,858,492
(10.5) 33,874,192
(3.3) 54,796,952
(22.7)
5,846,374
291.9
4,914,408
(18.4)
7,117,596
7.0 10,868,963
18.4
5,239,012
9.5
5,274,335
1.8
1,367,569

(3.9)
(6.7)
(11.5)
(1.8)
(20.1)
289.1
(11.2)
8.1
16.9
10.1
(2.7)

BREAKFAST SAUSAGE/HAM
Hillshire Brands
Johnsonville Sausage
Bob Evans
Private Label
ConAgra
Swaggerty Sausage Co.

$395,391,744
$119,861,440
$50,401,028
$43,926,428
$35,363,844
$27,926,872
$15,153,533

3.9 107,595,040
0.2 26,920,598
14.9 14,269,584
7.7
11,426,790
6.6 12,204,200
6.9
6,815,085
6.2
2,531,376

0.3 96,269,520
(2.3) 25,215,982
9.4
10,517,397
7.8
10,719,416
2.6 10,145,678
1.1
8,012,675
(2.8)
4,459,566

0.5
0.6
7.0
8.7
3.4
2.4
(2.3)

Q

ORGANIC TOMATO BISQUE
GLUTEN FREE

Organic soups that pass the taste
and label tests
Blount is the one for clean label, delicious organic soups.
Provide a wholesome, simple and transparent label
reading experience for your consumers and build sales
and profits in your refrigerated soup section.
Available in convenient 16 oz Microwaveable cups.

With Blount, you can get more because we do more.
To learn more about our organic soups call
800.274.2526 or visit blountfinefoods.com/buildsales

JOHNNY’S COLUMN

SAY CHEESE!
Block cheese pricing is down 28% from a year ago.
(You’re seeing some of that, right?) Also, a few
merchandising ideas for you.
BY JOHNNY HARRIS

W

to be seeing some softer pricing. Believe me, someone is
making good money on cheese right now, and it might as
well be you.
From what I can see, everyday low price on cheese has
stayed pretty flat lately, although I am seeing hotter deals.
I’d be pushing for both better pricing and better deals,
and I’d also be knocking on new vendors’ doors to see
what I could find.
Now let’s talk about what’s on the shelf, and how to
move more cheese. I’m seeing more gusseted bags for
shredded cheese, both among the brands and in private
label. If you’re in a smaller chain where these bags haven’t
yet been offered, knock on your vendor’s door and say
“Why not me?”
Sargento and Kraft have also moved to great-looking
narrower bags for shredded cheese. In a four-foot pegboard section you can get two more facings, and that’s
really significant.
Also significant are the extra sales you can get from
strong cross-promotion and merchandising. Why not put
single-wrap cheese in the meat department beside hamburger when it is promoted? You’ll get a lot more impulse
sales, and this time of year you should have multiple facings of single-wrap cheese anyway.

ith block cheese
commodity prices
down by about 28%
from a year ago, right now is
an excellent time to be paying
particularly close attention. As
I write this, pricing is at $1.61
a pound compared with $2.24
last year.
I strongly doubt your vendors
Johnny Harris
have been reflecting this in
their pricing to you. There may be good reasons for that,
but it’s up to you to keep an eye on commodity prices
and ask several different vendors about their pricing
today and in the near-term future. You might find some
bargains and you might not, but you won’t get anything
PAIR THEM UP!
unless you are an informed buyer who asks the right
questions.
The key is to know meat, and combine items that work
Keep in mind that while the commodity block market
well together. Parmesan with spaghetti and meatballs.
is a good rough baromMozzarella with meat
eter, it isn’t indicative of
lasagna. Provolone
what is happening in all
with chicken breast.
the categories and niches
Swiss cheese with
of cheese. If pricing
chicken cordon bleu.
reports aren’t delivered to
Don’t just put them
you already, just go ahead
side-by-side — have
and Google “commodity
signage and recipes
cheese prices” and you
available to suggest
can get up to speed pretty
meals to shoppers
quickly.
coming through
Some of the big brandbefore supper.
ed companies will have
Meal deals are a
had big inventories of
no-brainer, and can
cheese that they produced
involve all kinds of
when pricing was higher.
cheeses along with
You can count on them to
lasagna noodles,
hold back on price reducTexas toast, bevertions for awhile until they Sargento and Kraft have moved to narrower bags for
ages and snacks of all
shredded cheese. In a four-foot pegboard section, you can get
sell off what they’ve got.
kinds. If you haven’t
two more facings.
And they’ve had to hold
yet broken down
onto sharps and extra sharps to age them properly, so they those walls separating dairy from deli and meat, get to
have costs for interest and storage as well.
work on it now. It could be the beginning of a beautiful,
Some branded players try to set a price for cheese and
and very profitable, friendship. Q
stick with it for a year, to protect their investment. Private
Got a question for Johnny?
label, of course, follows the commodity market much
Johnny Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris Consulting,
more quickly. No, none of this is simple.
But depending on the particular type of cheese, vendor LLC, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at 803-984-2594 or at
cmer0002@gmail.com.
inventory positions and competitive behavior, you ought
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COOL INSIGHTS

DRIVING
GROWTH

In the fourth of a five-part series,
Todd Hale discusses winning the
occasion — or season.
BY TODD HALE

M

uch has been written about
evolving meal occasions,
but when it comes to sales
impact, snack or treat occasions are
the clear winners. Over the past four
years, among all Nielsen-measured
food and beverage categories (excluding alcoholic beverages), snack and
treat occasions were the clear winners.
Both salty snacks and candy experienced huge overall growth in absolute
dollar sales with gains of $5.1 billion
and $4.0 billion, respectively.
As you look at the 20 categories
with the biggest sales gains over the
past four years, inflationary pressures
for categories like candy, coffee, fresh
produce, cheese, milk, etc., certainly
came into play. But innovation and, in
many instances, innovation from more
premium offerings drove consumer
demand. In the milk category, dollar
sales over the past four years grew at a
compounded rate of 2.2%, but fouryear CAGRs from premium milk segments such as almond milk (+52%) and
coconut milk (+82%) and the much
larger organic white milk segment
(+7.5%) were substantial. Premium offerings also impacted growth in other
top-growth dairy department categories — even in eggs where over the past
year or more, my wife and I are nearly
100% loyal to the brown, natural,
cage-free, Omega 3-infused eggs from
Kroger’s Simple Truth private brand
line. These enhanced eggs (scrambled
or hard-boiled) are now an integral
part of our morning and snack-eating
occasions.

warm weather hits and retell a story about the
main strong through Labor
amazing seasonal
Day. The challenge is having
drawing power of
the right inventories to make
the candy category.
the most of real hot weeks
Seasonal candy adand minimizing the effects
vertising and in-store
of colder-than-normal temmerchandising are
peratures.
bigger and earlier every
Finally, we see subtle
year, but that just goes
differences in the seasonal
to show the importance
Todd Hale
drawing power of frozen unof seasonal periods like
Valentine’s Day, Easter, Halloween and breaded fish versus frozen unbreaded
the year-end holidays to overall annual seafood. New Year’s resolutions and
Lent drive seasonal sales spikes for
candy sales. Since the NCA event, I’ve
fish, but holiday celebrations drive
made it a point to include content on
weekly sales skews in most of my client larger spikes (compared to Lent) for
shellfish. However, weekly demand is
or industry speaking engagements. So
reasonably strong versus all departhere are a few examples from categoments for both categories.
ries in the freezer case:
Frozen entrees deliver fairly consistTHE TAKEAWAY
ent weekly sales when we compare
Winning or driving growth in dynamweekly sales indices for the category
ic times requires companies to look
to weekly sales indices across all
for opportunities to win main meal or
Nielsen-measured departments. As
snacking occasions and make the most
such, manufacturers and retailers
need to ensure that they give sufficient of seasonal sales opportunities. Winners will be those who have a better
ongoing support to this nearly $10.5
understanding of consumer demand
billion category.
Within frozen novelties, however,
(through more granular analytics) to
it is no surprise that sales spike when
support innovation, advertising and
merchandising initiatives. Q

MAXING OUT SEASONAL
DRAWING POWER
At this year’s National Confectionery Association (NCA) Convention, I
helped Larry Wilson from the NCA
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Source: Nielsen

— Retail insights thought
leader Todd Hale is
the former senior vp of
consumer and shopper
insights at Nielsen and
now serves as principal at
Cincinnati-based Todd
Hale, LLC. A popular
conference presenter,
he also speaks at large
and small company
events — everything from
board meetings to sales
meetings to planning
sessions. Todd’s discussions include the latest
consumer and retail
trends with insights on
how manufacturers and
retailers can enhance
both near- and long-term
market performance. He
can be reached at todd@
toddhalellc.com.

Q

REFRIGERATION

BIDDING ADIEU

TO R-22

But which new refrigerant, and when? Competing goals
lead to indecision.
BY KEILLY WITMAN

N

ow that the
Environmental
Protection Agency
has finalized the country’s
R-22 phaseout plan, supermarket refrigeration teams
are trying to come to some
conclusions about when
and how to get out of R-22.
The decision has gotten
Keilly Witman
more complicated in terms
of both replacement refrigerants and timing.
Many years ago, companies wanting to get a head
start on R-22 retrofits only had to choose between R404A and R-507A. Both were good for the ozone layer,
but disastrous for the climate. Both more than doubled
a system’s direct greenhouse gas impact. Of course,
the broad majority of the population didn’t care much
about climate change back then, and those who cared
didn’t have any other alternative anyway. The refrigerant choice wasn’t good, but it was clear. In terms of
timing, it was also clear that retrofits needed to be
carried out before R-22 became scarce and expensive, so
carrying out retrofits at a steady pace was key.
With the advent of the 407 series of refrigerants at the
beginning of this decade, companies that cared about
global warming had better refrigerant options in R-407A
and R-407F. They were good for the
ozone layer, and they had similar
global warming potentials to the
R-22 they were replacing. With the
public’s interest in climate change on
the rise, and pilot studies of the 407
series refrigerants indicating energy
parity and an easier retrofit process, the choice was again
clear: All retrofits should be carried out with one of the
407 series refrigerants. Supermarket companies retrofitted their leaky R-22 stores as they came up for remodel.
Nowadays, companies have refrigerant choices galore,
and while that is a good thing generally, it sure doesn’t
make the decision process easy. The EPA has proposed
to disallow the use of R-404A and R-507A for retrofits

as of the beginning of next year. There are plenty of
better choices. In addition to the 407 series of refrigerants, the chemical manufacturers are bringing HFO
blends onto the market that are suitable for use as R-22
replacement refrigerants.
These blends have less of an impact on climate than the
407s, but they still aren’t exactly what one would call “low
GWP.” Many supermarket companies are piloting the
HFO blends now, so the industry should have good data
available on the ease of the retrofit process with these refrigerants, as well as the verdict on their energy efficiency.
The difficult decision lies in the fact that the chemical
manufacturers are already hinting at the future availability of HFO refrigerants that have little or no impact
on global warming. That means that refrigeration teams
face the decision of whether to retrofit into 407 or an
HFO blend now, or if they should wait to retrofit when
the really good choices for climate are available.
I’ve even heard suggestions that the best thing the
EPA could do for the environment is to postpone the
R-22 phaseout for a year or two. That way, supermarkets
will be able to retrofit right into the best refrigerants for
climate, as opposed to having to settle for a short-term
solution that might, in and of itself, be on the EPA’s hit
list of high GWP refrigerants later.
The suggestion reflects a lack of understanding of
how the EPA rule-making process works, and there is
zero chance that the EPA will postpone its phaseout
plan. But supermarkets still must choose whether to
postpone their retrofit plans based on the later availability of better alternatives. It’s hard to know the best
course of action.

SMALL CONSOLATION
If it’s any consolation to those who face these complicated choices, there are plenty of supermarket companies not even thinking about R-22 retrofits yet. Before
anyone refers in envy to the cliche that ignorance is
bliss, consider the problems these companies are going
to have in the future. Sticking one’s head in the sand
is often temporarily easier than facing the problems at

Chemical manufacturers are already hinting at
the future availability of HFO refrigerants that
have little or no impact on global warming.
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hand. Yes, the decision-making process is simpler for
those people, but that is often because short-term indecision results in the lack of choices later. And the worst
choice is always no choice. Q
Keilly Witman (keilly@kwrms.com, 202-817-4430) is
the owner of KW Refrigerant Management Strategy and
former head of EPA’s GreenChill Partnership.

Q

YOU DESERVE
ANOTHER 37%
Growth, that is. Actually, as our partner, you deserve 100% of the credit.
We’re proud to have grown dollar sales by at least 37% over the past three
consecutive years*. This makes Innovasian Cuisine the fastest growing Frozen Asian
brand* and one of the fastest growing brands in all of Frozen Prepared Meals.
Thank you. And together, here’s to many more.
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52 Weeks thru
12/22/12

FROZEN ASIAN

2013

52 Weeks thru
12/21/13

FROZEN PREPARED FOODS

* SOURCE:
Nielsen Scantrack Data, Total U.S. Dollar Sales –
All Outlets Combined, 52 weeks ending 12/22/12,
12/21/13, and 12/20/14 (vs. year ago)

INNOVASIANCUISINE.COM

2014

52 Weeks thru
12/20/14

INNOVASIAN CUISINE

CONTACT:
Joe Kent
18251B Cascade Avenue South
Tukwila, WA 98188
(425) 251-3706
joek@innovasiancuisine.com

COVER STORY

WINS
From foodies in search of gourmet fare to budget-conscious families,
everyone loves the Rochester-based chain. But manufacturers who
want in should be prepared to sacrifice some margin.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

W

egmans first came to my area a couple of years ago, but
unlike many of my neighbors, I could not have cared less.
With two young kids at home, our meals revolved around
chicken nuggets and macaroni and cheese. Foodies we were not. At
the time, I thought Wegmans was just too fancy for us, too expensive
and too big.
But that all changed a couple of months later after I offered to host a
gathering of my book club. That month’s read revolved around a family
of Greek immigrants, and I wanted to put out a spread of Greek snacks.
But I didn’t have time to drive from one specialty store to another looking for tzatziki and hummus. So I finally decided to give Wegmans a
try. Best decision ever! Not only did it offer a wide array of packaged
goods, it had a massive self-serve Mediterranean bar, filled with everything from olives and marinated vegetables to stuffed grape leaves
and baba ghanouj. I even found fresh baklava, which I had almost
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given up on, at the on-site bakery,
and a nice Greek feta in the eponymous cheese shop (300 imported
and domestic varieties) where the
saleswoman was only too happy to
help me choose the right pita chips
to go with it. Even better were the
prices: not Aldi low, but certainly no
higher than my usual store.
Since then, I’ve visited Wegmans
many times. No, it’s still not my
“regular” store (it’s just a bit too
far away — and I always end up
buying more than I intended). But
it’s where I get the organic Noosa
yogurt my son has become obsessed with, the specialty tea my
daughter’s teacher wanted for
Christmas and the craft beer my
husband likes to sample one bottle
at a time. And on days we can’t
agree on what to get for dinner, we
sometimes take the family there
and let everyone choose what they
want from the store’s legendary
Market Cafe — pasta, pizza, subs,
wings, salad, sushi…you name it,
they’ve got it.

Q

Q

So just how does this
Rochester, N.Y.-based
chain, recently named
America’s best supermarket — again — by Consumer Reports, manage to
win over even those consumers determined to resist
it? Industry observers say it
goes back to the company’s
sharp focus on customers,
not the bottom line.

CONSUMER-CENTRIC
“They’re probably the most consumer-centric retailer in
the country outside of Kroger,” says one vendor.
“They truly care,” adds another. “It’s not all about
selling groceries; they really want their customers to ‘eat
well, live well,’” a reference to the company’s better-foryou mission statement. Wegmans can do that because
it remains privately owned, controlled by the same
family that started the company 99 years ago. But that
consumer focus hasn’t hurt sales. On the contrary, one
analyst estimates annual sales are approximately $7.4

bring the
total at the end of the
year to 88 across six Mid-Atlantic
states. Most fall into the ginormous category
(in the 120,000- to 130,000-square-feet range). But the
company’s recent announcement that it will open a
74,000-square-foot store — its smallest by far — at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard in 2017 was nonetheless met with
outright glee (more than one person tweeted that it was
the happiest day of their life).
“That will be really interesting to watch,” says Washington, D.C.-based retail food industry consultant Michael
Sansolo. If it’s successful, “It could open up a whole new
avenue for them in urban areas,” he adds. Sansolo, too,
believes that Wegmans’ consumer-centric promise to
“make great meals easy” is at the root of its success. And
nowhere is that more evident than in its prepared foods
section. But it doesn’t stop there. For consumers who
want to cook for themselves, the chain
runs frequent demos that include displays
filled with all the ingredients shoppers
need to recreate the dish at home — along
with recipe cards, serving suggestions and
complementary products. “I’m not a good
cook,” says Sansolo. “But I’ve been motivated more than once to try to prepare
something from scratch because they make
it so easy. It’s a fabulous point of distinction and a great service to time-pressed
shoppers as well as those not confident in
their cooking skills.”

AND LOW PRICES, TOO
But what really separates Wegmans from
the handful of other chains that also do
fresh foods well is its low prices, a quality
for which it didn’t always get a lot of credit,
says Jon Hauptman, partner at Barrington,
Ill.-based Willard Bishop. “Over the past
couple of years, however, Wegmans has
significantly increased its focus on effective price communication and appears
Famous for its prepared meals, Wegmans offers something for every
to be capturing more credit for offering
budget. Note the $6 meals.
good value,” evidenced by bright yellow
“consistent low prices” signage all over the
billion, up about 14% from the previous year. And that’s
store. In addition to “very aggressive prices on national
not the result of dozens of new stores.
brands” (more on that later), Hauptman says the chain
In fact, Wegmans only opens a few new stores each
offers “extensive, appealing store brand alternatives” and
year — one of the benefits of not answering to stockhold- large pack options in most major categories. It’s also done
ers. In 2015, it’s planning three (though its website lists
a “uniquely good job” making even value-added prepared
seven others currently in development), which would
foods and other upscale fresh products appealing — and
JUNE 2015
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affordable — for the average shopper, he adds. For
say vendors, citing high standexample, it offers a wide range of prepared foods at
ards and consistent quality. It’s
a single low price point like $6 or $8 and merchanalso pretty cutting-edge.
“Wegmans has vision,” exdises smaller pieces of gourmet cheese for $6 or
plains one manufacturer. “When
$7 a wedge — much more appealing than $24.99 a
they look for new items, they seem
pound.
Hauptman adds, “Wegmans is one of the few suto know what the consumer trends
permarket retailers that has successfully transitioned
will be well ahead of the competition.”
“They’re very early adopters,” agrees
to a hybrid everyday low price operator.” As such, “It’s
trended away from store flyers, and promotions are typianother, though he does feel the chain is
cally in the form of long-term TPRs. They’re not trying to becoming a bit more conservative as its store count grows.
For the most part, however, “If they want a product, they
‘buy’ sales with a weekly ad.”
jump on it. They’ll even find a distributor to stock it for
In fact, says John Rand, senior vp of retail insights for
them.” But sometimes they’re a little too quick to jump on
Kantar Retail’s Cambridge, Mass.-based Market Insights Group, “Wegmans really doesn’t have
circulars in the traditional sense.” (But they
are considered a social media
leader, frequently tweeting
While Wegmans’ perimeter is famous for its remarkable variety, its
around what to have for
center store assortment is a bit more pedestrian. But its sheer size makes
dinner tonight.) “The
it something to behold. A stroll through a store opened last year in
(flyers) they do send
Montgomeryville, Pa. (adjacent to a two-story shopping mall, by the
out are really brand
way), revealed a whopping 144 freezer doors plus another dozen or so
and quality marketon endcaps — and that doesn’t include 20 in the store-within-a-store
ing statements, and
Nature’s Marketplace or eight in the gluten-free section. The refrigerated
are not particularly
item-oriented. And
department is just as large and features an expansive yogurt section and
when they do feature
wide array of milks.
items, they are almost
But what’s most striking about the two conventional departments in
always private brands.”
particular is the abundance of private label, even in frozen and refrigerIndeed, the chain’s Memoated categories where consumers aren’t used to seeing store brands. For
rial Day flyer featured mostly
example, we spotted single-serve frozen Indian entrees and single-serve
fresh fruits and veggies, meats for
lasagna, frozen organic rice bowls, gluten-free waffles, finishing butthe grill and other picnic fare. Of 65 items,
ters, frozen ready-to-heat oatmeal, frozen meat substitutes, 12-packs of
only six were national brands.
single-serve hummus and 24 packs of Greek yogurt, to name just a few.
“Most retailers are more influenced by
Just how much space is given to private label? It varies by category, but
suppliers’ programs and offers because they
in the frozen pizza section, four of 11 doors were devoted to Wegmans’
depend more heavily on suppliers to drive trafbrands, including its upscale Italian Classics label. But two-and-a-half of
fic,” Rand explains. “But Wegmans’ perimeter
drives traffic, and most of that is not branded
those were given to three-count family packs, highlighting the chain’s
or is only retailer branded, so center store
emphasis on money-saving club sizes.
national brands take second place.”
Both private label and family pack doors feature shelf strips, door
clings and/or above-the-door signage calling out either “consistent low
PRIVATE LABEL DOMINATES
prices” or “family pack. save time. save money.”
Although the private label-national brand ratio
Some Wegmans’ products could be found in more than one location.
is much more balanced in-store, there’s no
The Italian Classics Eggplant Rollatini, for example, was merchandised in
doubt store brands are a big part of Wegmans’
both the dinners and entrees section as well as the Italian foods section
master plan. “Their private label is everywhere,
one aisle over. Many of the endcaps included just Wegmans’ brands.
and many times there are multiple tiers of
private label within one category,” reports Don
Stuart, managing partner at Wilton, Conn.-based Cadent
trends that don’t ever catch fire.
“They get hung up…by misreading what’s actually
Consulting Group. “And the private label always seems to
important to a broader swath of consumers,” says one pribe placed adjacent to the biggest national brand, right at
vate label supplier. “Some of it is related to trends that are
eye level. So they make it easy to buy their brand.”
“There’s such an aura around the Wegmans name, and
short-lived, some of it is because they haven’t compared
that clearly helps its private label,” adds Sansolo. “The
conflicting data.”
store itself is so well done that consumers perceive its
A bigger problem with private label is there’s just too
private label as top-notch as well.” For the most part, it is, much of it, which limits selection, say manufacturers
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(most of them national brand, natch). But even Stuart
admits that over-emphasizing the Wegmans brand could
become a weakness at some point in the future, though
he doesn’t think it’s there yet.
For Wegmans, the upside of all that private label is
good margins. “But margin isn’t the goal,” says Rand.
“Branding strength is.” He adds, “Considering the
high rate of failure, marginal levels of innovation
and duplication of most branded supplier items, it is
only surprising that more retailers aren’t as selective as Wegmans (about which national brands it
will carry).”
One plus for branded manufacturers that are invited
onto the shelf: slotting fees are pretty reasonable, which
reflects the chain’s consumer-centric philosophy. They
want to sell products they think their shoppers will like,
so they try to reduce barriers to entry. But not all manufacturers see it that way.
“If you’re private label, they support you,” says one. “If
you’re not, not so much. They want (national brand) suppliers to ‘partner’ for very low margins under the guise of

savings to the consumer,” he
explains. Which is fine and
dandy if those savings are, indeed, passed along to shoppers.
But often, he says, they’re put to
margin instead. “Frustrating,” he
concludes.
Says another, “We have national
distribution with many chains, but
on a per store basis, they are not
even close. We provide very effective
promotional programs, but none seem
to move the needle (at Wegmans). They
prefer a very low price to move our items,
which we cannot support, and cheapen the product.”
Even private label suppliers complain about the margin issue. “To get your products in there, they expect a
producer to take a significantly lower margin than other
retailers. It’s frustrating.” (Yes, it’s a term that came up
often in discussions with manufacturers.) To be fair, however, just as many said Wegmans is a wonderful partner.
“We worked closely with
their buyers and culinary
innovation team on the
creation of some new private
In its monthly consumer survey, Worthington, Ohio-based Prosper Insights & Analytics (www.
label items and we found
goprosper.com) asks consumers why they choose to buy their groceries at a particular store.
them very well-educated,
Our chart compares Wegmans against other highly regarded regional and national chains.
Yellow highlighted numbers show where it scored above average; blue numbers show where it
informed and open to new
also scored higher than its top-ranked peers.
ideas,” says one supplier.
GENERAL
Average Publix
HEB Trader Joe’s Whole Foods Wegmans
Another says it uses WegPrice
73.9% 54.0% 78.8%
76.7%
29.1%
60.3%
mans as a reference when
Selection
57.0%
71.5% 69.0%
73.2%
75.8%
82.0%
calling on other retailers beLocation
72.2% 82.2% 86.7%
54.5%
40.4%
73.8%
cause the chain is so highly
Quality
49.6% 77.4%
69.1%
79.3%
87.5%
85.8%
regarded by its competitors,
Service
26.7% 58.8%
39.3%
39.6%
35.8%
52.4%
i.e., if it’s good enough for
One-Stop Shopping
25.1% 16.6% 24.5%
10.3%
12.1%
32.7%
Wegmans, it’s good enough
DEPARTMENTS
for just about every other
Bakery
14.4% 25.0%
18.4%
1.4%
12.4%
32.3%
retailer in the country. “For
Deli
15.2% 29.3%
17.2%
0.0%
17.2%
23.4%
us, it’s a badge of honor
Ethnic Foods
5.0%
6.9%
5.8%
7.1%
20.2%
7.7%
to supply them,” says the
Fresh Produce
33.4% 46.1% 43.5%
42.2%
67.4%
50.2%
manufacturer.
Meat/Seafood
20.9% 27.9%
23.5%
7.8%
30.7%
34.0%
Organic/Whole Foods 8.2%
9.1%
12.6%
44.4%
73.0%
15.1%
SPEAKING OF BADGES…
Prepared Meals
7.1%
9.1%
9.2%
13.5%
21.5%
27.3%
The old joke among manuSERVICES
facturers was that you could
Double Coupons
9.5% 10.6%
3.0%
2.2%
2.1%
27.6%
always spot the Whole
Frequent Shopper Card
15.2%
3.0%
2.6%
0.0%
2.1%
28.6%
Foods buyers at trade shows
Knowledgeable Employees
8.9%
22.1%
5.9%
19.4%
21.9%
18.3%
because they’re the ones with
Open 24/7
12.1%
2.3%
5.8%
0.0%
0.0%
23.7%
Promos (sales, coupons, etc.) 25.9% 40.4% 28.7%
2.1%
6.6%
16.2%
their badges turned around.
Store Appearance
17.9%
41.5%
21.7%
18.4%
23.9%
37.4%
But suppliers say that’s
Store Layout
18.0%
26.1% 22.6%
13.3%
21.7%
29.8%
starting to apply to WegTrustworthy Retailer
23.5% 43.6%
31.0%
49.4%
35.6%
43.5%
mans’ buyers, too. “Years ago
Unique Products
6.4%
8.2%
6.3%
50.9%
28.8%
19.0%
they came looking for new
NET PROMOTER SCORE* 33.8% 62.5% 49.3%
66.4%
50.3%
79.7%
products,” says one. “Now
*Indicates likelihood a consumer will recommend a store to a friend or colleague. Net Promoter, NPS and
they say to send your new
Net Promoter Score are trademarks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Co., and Fred Reichheld.
item to them and if they like
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics, Monthly Consumer Survey, Aug. 12, 2014
it, they’ll call you. It’s a lot
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harder to get an appointment now. It takes longer to get
a decision. And they aren’t as willing to take chances as
they used to be, which is understandable since it’s up to
almost 90 stores. There’s just a lot more bureaucracy now.”
On a similar note, another
manufacturer adds, “Wegmans’
centralized decision-making
is a competitive disadvantage
versus strong regional players like ShopRite. And there’s
not enough focus on individual
community demographics.”
But the chain does get very
high marks for its heavy involvement in the local community
and its many charitable activities.
And then there are its employees,
who industry observers say are
the friendliest and most knowledgeable this side of Publix. “If
we could look at the Wegmans
Employee Handbook, I wouldn’t be
surprised to read something along
the lines of, ‘Every Wegmans associate is the president of
customer engagement and satisfaction and every associate is in charge of quality,” says Roger Saunders, global

marketing director at Worthington, Ohio-based Prosper
Business Development. “As you engage their associates in
meat, bakery, seafood, register or any other location, you
can really feel their genuine commitment to serving you.”
Adds Cadent’s Stuart, “I never
hear them talking about when
their shift ends like I do employees
at other stores.”
From the décor and demos to
the special events and on-site dining, the Wegmans store experience is unlike any other, continues
Rand. But it’s that level of service
that really places it among the
elites. “The service is supported
by high levels of staffing, which in
turn is supported by high levels
of training and retention. That, in
turn, drives what we estimate to
be at or near the highest sales per
square foot in the industry.”
How does it do it? While most retailers think in terms
of quarters and years, “Wegmans thinks in terms of decades and generations,” answers Rand. “That’s the advantage of private ownership.” Q
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SPOTLIGHT: SNACKS & APPETIZERS

SNACKS
& APPS
ON FIRE

For example, she continues, “Our
Mom Made Munchies are pockets
Meatball Bites can be used a number filled with a range of ingredients that
of ways. Whether it be Asian, Italian
fit in small hands. “There’s no mess
or All-American potluck, they can be in the back of the car,” says Stouffer,
tweaked in a couple minutes” with
“and the snack is healthy and very
seasonings, sauces, and garnishes
quick to prepare.”
that change the look and taste.
“The time it takes from the freezer
According to Sanjiv Kakkar,
to the party or the plate is very impresident of Himalya
International (www.him
Think the freezer case has gone
alyainternational.com),
cold? Check the snacks and appetiz- Hamilton, N.J., “The main
ers doors.
drivers of strong sales in
snacks and appetizers are:
BY DAN RAFTERY
(1) a clean deck of ingredients; (2) nutritionals
ollar sales of frozen appetizthat focus on sodium and
ers/snacks increased 3.1%
where calories are comduring the 12 weeks ended
ing from; (3) attractive
April 19, 2015 versus the same
packaging; and (4) value
period a year ago, according to IRI
for money. If the customer
(@IRIworldwide), the Chicago-based cannot pronounce or can- Bylada Foods debuts Popolies: popovers filled
market research firm. Unit sales grew not recognize all of the
with a wide range of trendy ingredients like
1.8% in the same period and volume
ingredients, then he/she is salsa verde, hummus and blue cheese.
rose 3.5%, indicating that shoppers
put off.”
Mike Ryan, sales and marketing vp portant, and this appeal crosses age
are picking up not just more, but
at Tandoor Chef (www.tandoorchef.
often larger retail packages.
groups and a wide range of palates,”
com), Union N.J., agrees. “Sales
Category leader General Mills
she continues. Even gluten-free conof natural frozen foods with ‘real’
drove the growth with a strong 5.4%
sumers want snacks that are fast and
ingredients have increased within
uptick. Other big gainers were prieasy to prepare.
the past year, pointing to consumers’
vate label (+16.8%), ConAgra Foods
“Gluten-free is here to stay,” says
desire to enjoy convenience without
(+16.2%) and Delimex (+12.5%).
Stouffer. “People with celiac disease
compromising a healthy diet. Frozen
are not going to go away and they are
CONVENIENT NUTRITION
food manufacturers should continue
not the only ones buying gluten-free
“Consumers are looking for a blend
to communicate their message that
products.” She adds, “When people
of convenience and nutrition in
freezing is ‘nature’s pause button’ to
plan parties, they now consider that
the freezer,” says Heather Stouffer,
capitalize on this trend. More brands some guests may have food allergies.”
founder and CEO
will refocus on
of Mom Made
clean ingredient WHAT’S NEW?
“It’s an exciting time for me and New
Foods (www.
labels,” he adds.
Orleans Fish House,” says Michael
mommadefoods.
Back to the
Ketchum, director of national retail
com), Alexandria
convenience
Va. However, she
sales for the New Orleans-based
angle, “People
makes a distinccompany (www.neworleansfishhouse.
are looking for
tion between
the grab-and-go com). “We are just dipping our toes
snacks and appeinto the appetizers category with new
solution so they
tizers. “In snacks,
Shrimp Poppers. These seafood bites
can eat at their
it’s convenience,
have a distinctive flavor, like what
desk or in the
nutrition and
you experience at a local fish boil.”
car on the way
portability,” says
He adds, “The added value of these
to basketball
Stouffer. “In appeprocesses should take these products
practice with
tizers, it’s convenito a whole new level and give a nice
the kids,” says
ence, nutrition and New Orleans Fish House moves
Stouffer. “People bump to gross sales at retail.” The
into the snacks and appetizers
customization,” as
rollout of Shrimp Poppers begins in
like the portconsumers look to category with a collection of
ability aspect of mid-July and goes national in the fall
put their own spin Shrimp Poppers, featuring wildof 2015.
frozen snacks.”
caught American shrimp.
Mom Made has a new gluten-free,
on frozen fare.
For example,

D
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low-sodium, antibiotic-free turkey
meatball that was launched at Expo
West and is now in national rollout.
“People are surprised by the taste
of turkey without the high levels of
sodium that they usually get,” says
Stouffer.
Moonachie, N.J.-based Bylada
Foods (www.byladafoods.com)
recently launched new appetizers

Cheese & Bacon, Salsa
Verde & Chorizo, Hummus
and Pepperoni Pizza.
Glendale, Calif.-based
Nestlé USA (www.
nestleusa.com) recently
announced new product
launches that cross over the
breakfast and snacks segments: Hot Pockets Breakfast Bites featuring a sausage, egg and cheese biscuit
flavor and Hot Pockets
Snack Bites including a
pepperoni pizza flavor.
Mom Made Foods bows low-sodium, glutenIn the frozen Mexican
and antibiotic-free Turkey Meatball Bites
snacks segment, Dinuba,
that can be used in a variety of recipes.
Calif.-based Ruiz Foods
Sour Porkless Bites at Expo West
(www.elmonterey.com)
recently debuted its first quesadillas. earlier this year. The products are
made with non-bioengineered soy
Offered under the El Monterey Sigand wheat and vegetables.
nature brand, Charbroiled Chicken
and Monterey Jack Cheese QuesadilBUILD BETTER BILLBOARDS
las are made with charbroiled white
Manufacturers say billboarding is
meat chicken, 100% real cheese and
key to a shoppable presentation in
fresh-baked flour tortillas, reports
the freezer case. “We put all of our
president and CEO Rachel Cullen,
who believes consumers want snacks products in cartons versus bags,”
Ruiz Foods adds Charbroiled
says Mom Made’s Stouffer, “so the
with protein to help sustain them
Chicken and Monterey Jack Cheese
merchandiser can offer a billboard
until mealtime.
Quesadillas to its line of
that communicates to the shopper
At the other end of the specEl Monterey Mexican snacks.
standing in front of the freezer door.”
trum, manufacturers are rolling
Though not a fan of bags, she has
under the Popolies brand. “The carout convenient snacking options for
seen spring-loaded trays do a better
rier is a Yorkshire pudding popover,” the growing number of vegetarians.
job of on-shelf presentation versus
says Meade Bradshaw, national sales
Richmond, British Columbia-based
flat-stacking.
manager. “It is filled with trendGardein (www.gardein.com), now
“Brands must engage consumers
ing flavors that appeal to a range of
part of Pinnacle Foods, introduced
with
clean and clear merchandising
demographics.” They include Blue
Mini Crabless Cakes and Sweet and
each and every time
they walk down the
aisles,” says Tandoor
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass market retailers, military commissaries and select club and
Chef’s Ryan, who
dollar stores combined for the 12 weeks ended April 19, 2015, according to IRI (@iriworldwide), a
supports a “less-isChicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
more,” clean package
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
philosophy. He also
APPETIZERS/SNACK ROLLS $431,550,784.00
3.1 100,297,488
1.8
127,394,672
3.5
suggests showcasGeneral Mills
$129,914,792.00
5.4
32,446,574
1.5
49,897,908
5.7
ing products so that
Rich Products Corp.
$35,491,900.00
(2.2)
5,638,166
(4.1)
10,218,373
(5.6)
shoppers can clearly
Windsor Foods
$34,114,040.00
2.8
6,833,390
(2.7)
9,590,514
2.9
see what it is and
Delimex
$32,358,524.00
12.5
4,886,750
7.2
9,099,080
3.5
how it is different
Ore-Ida
$31,459,568.00
4.9
7,878,421
3.2
7,296,798
4.6
from its competitors.
Private Label
$27,315,044.00
16.8
7,013,536
14.8
6,605,817
15.0
New Orleans Fish
Heinz
$21,296,356.00
(14.8)
3,849,399
(17.7)
4,219,868
(16.1)
House’s Ketchum
Schwan Food Co.
$15,149,585.00
(0.4)
3,925,758
2.6
3,980,439
(4.1)
believes that the
Ruiz Food Products
$13,803,424.00
(16.0)
1,983,988
(19.5)
3,609,082
(22.1)
appetizer category is
ConAgra Foods
$11,169,971.00
16.2
2,475,042
40.3
1,869,175
4.9
under-exposed in the
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freezer case. In his travels, he has noticed that most stores
don’t have even a full door for appetizers. “Buyers should
work with suppliers to expand the appetizer category,’
he recommends. “The American palate is changing. It’s
becoming more diverse, which means consumers want a
lot more variety.”
“We no longer eat
what’s put in front
of us,” Ketchum
continues. “With an
assortment of appe“On-shelf execution of new
tizers, you can have
items is critical,” says Meade
different cuisines at
Bradshaw, national sales
the same meal and
manager at Moonachie, N.J.the whole family can
based Bylada Foods (www.
be satisfied.” They’re
byladafoods.com). “You
also a great way to
want to get the shopper’s
try something new or
attention in the first three
different without a big
months. If the shopper
investment, he adds.
sees the product for three
Ketchum agrees
months but doesn’t buy it,
with merchandising new products in
chances are she never will.”
endcaps. “It’s the best
He offers these suggestions
space and usually has
for successful new item onsome good marketing
shelf execution.
dollars available. And
t /PUJGZTUPSFBTTPDJBUFTUIBU remember, appetizers
the new item is coming.
are very easy for instore sampling.”
t 6TFTQFDJBMTIFMGUBHTUP
Ketchum also recdraw shopper attention.
ommends cross-mert %JTQMBZOFXJUFNTJOBO
chandising appetizers
endcap. Maybe only one
with other meal items
shelf with signage such as
such as skillet meals.
“New from us,” or “Try me.”
“Pre-set the table for
the shopper,” he says.
t 6TFBTJOHMFQSJDFQPJOU
Bylada Foods’
to create trial. Shoppers
Bradshaw
suggests
don’t want multiples for new
retailers
look
for true
items. They are not ready to
variety in these catmake that investment.
egories. “There’s a lot
t -PPLBU104EBUBUPTFFJG
of redundancy in the
it’s selling. If not, follow up
appetizers and snacks
to make sure that it has been
categories,” with many
stores carrying several
placed on the shelf.
different brands and
sizes of the same item.
“Duplication can creep up on a buyer over time,” he says,
so reviewing the planogram on a regular basis is key.
Space gains should be used to add new items that really
are different. Q

CUTTING-IN
NEW ITEMS

Dan Raftery is president of Raftery Resource Network
and a trumpet hobbyist. He can be reached at Dan@
RafteryNet.com.
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Custom Pizza Manufacturing
Since 1967
over 350,000,000 pizzas made…
& still counting
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Frozen
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Service Deli
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Private Label

For over 47 years S.A. Piazza has been producing
custom solutions for our clients. We manufacture a
full range of frozen and refrigerated pizza products
for your deli and private label programs—from
value, to NBE to premium tier. S.A. Piazza has the
experience and the creativity to help you maximize
the profits on your private label pizza and deli
programs. Please contact us today to learn more
about how we can exceed your goals.
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SPOTLIGHT: SEAFOOD

SEAFOOD

UP 2.1%

From gluten-free to value-added ethnic, a wave of new
products is helping boost seafood sales. But the fish
segment continues to struggle.
BY CHRISTINE BLANK

G

luten-free, premium, sustainable and unique
ethnic flavors continue to lead new product
introductions in the frozen seafood category.
And the category as a whole continues to perform
well, with dollar sales increasing 2.1% during the 12
weeks ending April 19 to $1.18 billion, according to
Information Resources Inc. (@iriworldwide). Growth
was led by frozen shrimp, whose sales spiked 5.6% to
$527.05 million. However, frozen fish sales dropped
0.5% to $655.47 million.

GLUTEN-FREE INNOVATION

lipsfoods.com) marketing manager Rebekah Cady, citing
a 2014 NPD study that found 11% of U.S. households include someone who follows a gluten-free diet. As a result,
the Baltimore-based manufacturer recently reformulated
its four core frozen soups — New England Clam Chowder, Cream of Crab, Lobster Bisque and Maryland Style
Crab — to be gluten-free. They’re expected to hit stores
by mid-summer.
“Adding a
gluten-free claim
will allow us to
promote these
items to a new
group of shoppers looking for
specific product
attributes, not just
seafood lovers,”
Cady says. “The
seafood section
tends to be an
under-shopped
Phillips Foods’ Soups for One are
section of the
now gluten-free; two varieties
store, and now we
carry an all-natural claim as well.
have a couple of
great claims that
will enable us to promote to a larger audience.”
Another gluten-free player: Bellingham, Wash.-based
Trans-Ocean (www.trans-ocean.com), which completely
converted its plant and all of its products to gluten-free
last year. New versions of its Crab Classics
surimi line — and all of its other frozen and
refrigerated seafood products — are on shelves
now.
Similarly, Trangs Group USA (www.trangs
group.com), Stanton, Calif., which manufactures frozen seafood sold under both private
label and the Ocean House brand, is building a
plant in Vietnam that will process only glutenfree items. With 31 million Americans eating
gluten-free, “Gluten-free seafood is the future,”
says CEO Vi Nguyen.

Spurred by the growing number of Americans looking
for gluten-free items, many frozen seafood suppliers have
launched gluten-free versions of popular items or
overhauled entire lines
or production facilities
to be gluten-free.
“Gluten-free used to
be a very small segment
of the population, but
now the mainstream
consumer believes
gluten-free is better for
them,” says Raj Kaul,
CMO of Pacific Seafood
SUSTAINABLE, HEALTHY LAUNCHES
Group (www.pacific
Healthier versions of breaded seafood and preseafood.com), Portland,
National Fish & Seafood’s
mium, sustainable product launches have also
Ore. After gluten-free
new Matlaw’s Seafood Paella
soared in recent months.
beer became available,
taps into growing demand for
Gorton’s (www.gortons.com), Gloucester,
company executives
Mediterranean and Spanish flavors.
Mass., launched its Smart & Crunchy line in
thought a gluten-free,
January, and the baked Alaska Pollock with
beer-battered fish would
be a great idea for those with gluten sensitivities or those panko crumb coating has since achieved national distribution, reports vp of marketing Chris Hussey. Gorsimply trying to avoid gluten, he says. So this summer
ton’s decided to launch the line to give adults and kids
it plans to launch what it believes is the industry’s first
the “taste and crunch” they like from fish sticks while
gluten-free, beer-battered fish.
“The gluten-free trend has been consistently escalating providing a healthier, non-fried item, she explains. “They
have half the fat of regular sticks and fillets and are unover the past five years,” says Phillips Foods (www.phil
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der 200 calories per serving.”
launched last fall. It includes several
Gorton’s has also gotten
varieties of breaded seafood fillets in
nationwide distribution of its
10-ounce packages, as well as frozen, raw
new premium Gourmet Fillets,
fish portions in 4-ounce packages.
including Parmesan Crusted
“After safety, sustainability is most
Cod, Tuscan Garlic & Herb
important to consumers, so it’s a comTilapia and Pub Style Beer Batter
pany focus and priority,” Kaul says. The
Cod. The line, which Hussy says
PSS line also includes a complete line of
appeals to both Millennials and
refrigerated, smoked items.
Baby Boomers, contains no artiNatural, minimally-processed foods
ficial flavors or MSG. In addition,
with non-GMO ingredients are also
the 10-ounce, two-fillet packages
becoming more important to shoppers,
feature a tray-in-sleeve format
according to seafood manufacturers. As
that provides a window for cona result, after Phillips reformulated its
sumers to see the quality of the
soups to be gluten-free, it also pursued
product inside. “Our consumers
an all-natural claim for its New England
like the innovative packaging
Clam Chowder and Maryland Style Crab,
with a window because it meets
Unique tray-in-sleeve packaging says Cady. According to Nielsen’s Global
their desire for transparency and
Health & Wellness Report, 29% of North
features a window that lets
feels fresher and less processed,”
Americans surveyed rated all natural
consumers see for themselves
Hussey says.
as “very important” when making their
the quality of Gorton’s new
Sustainability and knowing
purchasing decisions.
Premium Fillets.
Many of Orca Bay Seafoods’ (www.
how and where their seafood
was harvested is more important to shoppers than in the orcabayseafoods.com) products recently became NonGMO Verified, signifying that the products have underpast. As a result, Pacific Seafood continues to expand
distribution of its Pacific Sustainable Seafood line, which gone a verification process that includes ongoing testing,

Each bite is a
trip to paradise!
“Tidal waves out on the sea. I don’t know where I am gonna go when the volcano blow.”
- Jimmy Buffett

For more information, call Tampa Maid Foods at 800-462-5896, ext. 350 or visit us at www.tampamaid.com. You can also learn more about Margaritaville Seafood at www.margaritavillefoods.com.
Margaritaville is a registered trademark of Margaritaville Enterprises, LLC and is used under license.
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SEAFOOD HOT IN FAST CASUAL

proof of rigorous traceability and segregation
practices as well as annual maintenance audits.
The new distinction is
particularly important
to Millennial customers, says Lilani Estacio,
marketing and communications manager for
the Renton, Wash.-based
company. “The origin of
their products is something that Millennials
are very sensitive to,” she
explains.

tuna, and salmon continue
to be offered across concepts. Lobster rolls have
he fast casual segenjoyed a resurgence, and
ment continues
many restaurant operators
to outpace the
are trying to create their
foodservice industry as
own twist on the concept.
a whole, at least partly
Of note: the lobster corn dog
because fast casual operaoffered by Greenpoint Fish
tors are able to create
and Lobster in Brooklyn,
desirable menus that
N.Y. Other examples include
capitalize on growing conAdrienne Nadeau
the new ahi tuna salad at
sumer trends. So it’s worth
Newk’s
Eatery,
a roasted salmon and radnoting that fast casual seafood concepts
ish
specialty
salad
at Sweetgreens, and the
are growing in popularity. In Chicago,
shrimp
tacos
at
Del
Taco, which have beDa Lobsta has grown to three restaurants
come
such
a
big
seller,
the chain recently
and a food truck. My Ceviche where
began
off
ering
crispy
shrimp
tacos and
customers build their own ceviche bowls
burritos,
too.
is heating up
While
premium
in Miami.
seafood
items
And out in
will likely remain
California,
Half of consumers who increased their
popular, concerns
Seasalt Fish
purchases of seafood over the past two
around overfishGrill and
years say they are eating more seafood in
ing have prompted
Slapfish are
lieu of meat.
many chefs to
building a
Q
begin experimentfollowing.
Consumers
expect
restaurants
to
ing with lesserBut seafood
demonstrate
a
commitment
to
socially
known species
is not limited
and
environmentally
responsible
seafood
such as dogfish,
to fast casual
through
labeling
and
certifi
cations.
carp, mackerel,
concepts; in
Transparency
is
key.
and barrel fish,
fact, the casual
Q
which are often far
dining segment
more affordable as
Fast-casual
restaurants
that
specialize
continues to
well. In the face of
in
fresh,
aff
ordable
seafood
are
“the
menu the bulk
rising food costs,
OFYUCJHUIJOH
w
-PPLGPSUIFJSDPOUJOVFE
of fishy fare.
so-called “trash”
development
and
success
in
urban
areas.
Part of seafish represent the
food’s appeal
Q
perfect blend of
is its versatil-FBEJOHseafood flavors at the top 500
environmental and
ity. It’s ideal
limited service restaurants include garlic,
financial responsifor consumers
coconut, sweet and sour, and onion
bility. As consuminterested in
(in shellfish dishes) and garlic, Cajun,
ers are introduced
eating healthy
parmesan and butter (in fish dishes).
to these species
or reducing
Source:  Technomic  
in restaurants, it’s
their consumplikely they’ll want
tion of red
to
try
them
at
home,
so
retailers should be
meat. For those seeking authenticity, fish,
Q
prepared.
shrimp, and scallops can be included in a
variety of flavorful ethnic dishes. And for
Adrienne Nadeau is a consultant with
diners who like it hot, fish and other seaTechnomic, Inc. (www.technomic.com), the
food pair well with spicy flavor profiles.
Chicago-based consulting and research
In addition, premium seafood is a high
firm serving the food industry.
quality marker on menus, so lobster, ahi

BY ADRIENNE NADEAU

T

ETHNIC FLAVORS
GETTING HOTTER
Asian and Mediterranean flavors are popular
across frozen categories,
but the trend is especially evident in new
seafood introductions.
For example, Gloucester,
Mass.-based National
Fish & Seafood (www.na
tionalfish.com) recently
launched 14-ounce bags
of Seafood Paella under
its Matlaw’s brand. “We
see opportunities for
more Mediterranean and
Spanish flavor profiles,
and paella certainly falls
into that category,” says
Jim Faro, director of sales
and R&D.
Japanese products and
flavors are also trending
globally, leading Trangs
Group to launch frozen
Tempura Shrimp with
soy sauce under its Ocean
House brand as well as
for private label. “Ramen
shops are doing really
well, as is sushi, and most
people have tried tempura shrimp,” Nguyen says.
Spicy and barbecue
flavors are also gaining momentum in the
seafood category. Orca
Bay recently added a line
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of single serve, all-natural seafood in
The combo packs include vegetadirect-printed, 5-ounce vacuum packble spring rolls, fish and shrimp
ages that includes Keta Salmon with
“money bags” or “purses” with
Spicy BBQ Rub and Keta Salmon with
shrimp, and samosas with shrimp
Mediterranean Spice Rub. “This new
and seasoned vegetables.
On the small size side, Phillips
packaging eliminates one layer of plastic
calls out the fact that its frozen
from the waste stream…and provides
soups are just for one. Meanwhile,
a single portion option for consumers
Jacksonville, Fla.-based Beaver
beyond Orca Bay’s traditional 10-ounce
Street Fisheries (www.beaverstreet
bags,” Estacio says.
fisheries.com) recently launched
Matlaw’s recently rolled out 8-ounce
five microwaveable Signature
Buffalo Popcorn Shrimp, a “very popuSingles, an extension of its Sea Best
lar flavor profile, which is new to the
Signature product line.
breaded shrimp category,” Faro says.
Trangs Group has also seen
Other new Matlaw’s introductions inincreasing consumer acceptance
clude Southern Country Fried Breaded
of the Australian fish barramundi
Shrimp and Jumbo Butterfly Shrimp,
in the United States. It recently
which the company expects to be disbegan supplying Walmart with its
tributed nationally this fall.
Increasingly popular among U.S.
Other hot new seafood products in12-ounce frozen barramundi fillets
consumers, barramundi fillets
clude warehouse club sizes of seafood
after enjoying success in superunder Trangs Group’s Ocean
appetizers and fish fillets and —at the
market chains and club stores.
House brand are now available
other end of the spectrum — smaller
“It’s a higher quality fish that is
at Walmart.
portion sizes. Trangs Group’s Ocean
very versatile. As the U.S. conHouse brand does very well with its 25-piece party
sumer gets more familiar with it, they will use it more,”
packs in warehouse clubs and supermarket chains.
Nguyen says. Q
Q

Food industry. Facts. Insights. Consulting.
Technomic delivers in-depth insights and business-building guidance grounded in facts.
Facts built on five decades of tracking and interpreting food industry developments. Our services range from online
research tools to large-scale studies to custom consulting solutions. We help food-focused companies of all shapes and
sizes innovate and grow. Specifically, we deliver intelligence to:
boost

Consumer Appeal

LEARN MORE
312-506-3832

create

Winning Offerings

understand the

Competition

Contact Bart Henyan or visit us online:

bhenyan@technomic.com

technomic.com
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‘HEALTHY’ LAGS
AT BIG BRANDS

tion — until recently, that is. While
grams of protein.
smaller manufacturers have been
Nestlé is also making news with
rolling out healthy frozen meals for
its Stouffer’s lineup (www.stouffers.
some time now, the big players are
com), launching a new sub-brand
finally getting on board, launching
called Fit Kitchen. “Years in the maknew lines, repoing,” according
But new better-for-you options
sitioning existing
to a company
(not just ‘diet’) from key category
lines or, in the
spokesperson,
players could spark a turnaround.
case of ConAgra,
the new line
acquiring a betfills a gap in
BY DENISE LEATHERS
ter-for-you line.
the category.
(The Omaha“Men spend $36
ales of frozen dinners and
based company
billion a year
entrees fell 2.1% to $2.08 bilannounced last
on home-alone
lion across formats during the
month that it had
dinners. But
12 weeks ended April 11, thanks
purchased ConStouffer’s conmostly to a 5.8% loss by the singlecord, N.H.-based
sumer research
Michael Angelo’s is testing centerserve segment (to $1.01 billion).
natural and
showed that
of-the plate frozen proteins around
Multi-serve sales were down less
organic frozen
many men don’t
which consumers can create their
than a percent to $481.78 million,
meals manufacfeel as though
own unique meals.
and handheld sales jumped 3.8% to
turer Blake’s All
there are enough
$592.6 million.
Natural Foods.)
satisfying frozen meal options that
Industry observers say so-called
After watching its single-serve
are also nutritious,” says the spokeplegacy brands have been slow to jump sales tumble 11.2% over the past year erson. The line includes six proteinon the better-for-you trend, a prob(10.7% the most recent 12 weeks), cat- rich meals, from Bourbon Steak to
lem exacerbated by the fact that froegory leader Nestlé USA, Glendale,
Monterey Chicken.
zen dinners have traditionally been
Calif., is changing things up, starting
viewed as some of the least nutritious with its top-selling Lean Cuisine col- SMALL BRANDS LEAD
products in the freezer case.
While the big brands play catch-up,
lection (www.leancuisine.com). The
“Retailers and manufacturers
smaller manufacturers already deep
focus now is on “healthy,” not “diet.”
have focused on
into better-for-you are looking at
According
getting more connew ways to make their meals even
to a company
sumers down the
healthier. For example, Michael
spokesperson,
aisle,” often using
Angelo’s recently launched a line
the brand is
price as the draw,
being “reorgan- of entrees made with 70% organic
says Joe Keip, vp
ingredients. But for those consumized” into four
of branded sales
distinct catego- ers not willing to pay a premium for
at Austin, Texasries — Market- organic, it’s looking to use the cleanbased Michael
est non-organic ingredients possible,
place, CraveaAngelo’s (www.
including antibiotic-free chicken
bles, Favorites
michaelangelos.
and grass-fed beef. Products made
and Comfort
com). “But what
with the two better-for-you proteins
— and will
they should be foare currently being tested in limited
also welcome
Recently reorganized into four
cusing on instead
markets, says Keip. “They are more
a dozen new
distinct categories, Lean Cuisine
is what’s inside
expensive, but Millennials and Baby
dishes featuralso rolls out a dozen new meals
the package.” He
Boomers in particular really seem to
with attributes like organic, gluten- ing better-foradds, “Consumers
want this.”
you attributes
free, high protein and low carb.
aren’t leaving the
“Retailers shouldn’t assume that
like organic,
freezer aisle to buy something less
consumers won’t pay more for
gluten-free, preservative-free, lowexpensive.”
carb and high-in-protein. Among the healthier, quality products that taste
really great,” adds Hope DeLong,
new additions: GMO-free Vermont
HEALTHY IS HOT
White Cheddar Mac & Cheese made president of Hope DeLong and AsWhat they are leaving for is fresh,
sociates, which handles sales and
with organic pasta, gluten- and
low-sodium, preservative-free and
marketing for Boynton Beach, Fla.preservative-free Spicy Beef & Bean
other better-for-you attributes not
based Momma B’s (www.mommabs
Enchiladas, and preservative-free
readily available in the frozen secmacandcheese.com). “We focused
Sweet Sriracha Braised Beef with 15

S
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on creating gourmet entrees that will bring consumers
gardein.com), now part of the Pinnacle Foods family.
from the perimeter of the store into the frozen aisle.”
“Ninety percent of consumers now identify themselves as
Just two years in, she continues, Momma B’s is in more
flexitarian,” he adds, citing “huge growth potential” for
than 5,000 stores nationwide.
retailers that offer tasty meat-free meals. For its part, the
The newest addition to the Momma B’s lineup is allcompany recently introduced a trio of plant protein-based
natural, non-GMO Gluten-Free Mac & Cheese. Blake’s
handheld meals, including Crispy Chick’n, Italian Meat(www.blakesallnatural.com) added a pair of gluten-free
Free Sausage and BBQ Pulled Porkless Shreds, each with
offerings to its all-natural lineup as well: Gluten-Free
6 to 22 grams of protein, says Potvin.
Chicken Pot Pie (which is also dairy-free) and Gluten-Free
ETHNIC OPTIONS
Hearty Beef Stew. And
Another key category trend is continued
Boulder, Colo.-based
demand for ethnic dishes. For example,
EVOL (www.evolfoods.
newcomers to EVOL’s skillet meal collection
com) recently debuted
include Shanghai Noodles & Grilled Chicken
six gluten-free meals
(raised without antibiotics) and Ginger
across its multi-serve,
Soy Udon Noodles. Meanwhile, Stamford,
single-serve and Lean &
Conn.-based American Halal, maker of the
Fit collections, includSaffron Road lineup (www.saffronroadfood.
ing Truffle Parmesan &
com), recently debuted a group of all-natural,
Portabella Risotto, SriraHalal-certified Mexican entrees made with
cha Chicken and Quinoa
chicken and beef raised without antibiotics
& Roasted Veggies.
For the growing number of
and cheese made from rGBH-free milk.
EVOL also welcomed
‘flexitarians,’ Gardein debuts plant
“We found that many Mexican offerings
several new vegetarprotein-based meatless pocket
had become somewhat stale and dated,”
ian options, including
sandwiches in three flavors.
says executive vp Jack Acree. “[ManufacRoasted Cauliflower,
turers] weren’t keeping up with the changing tastes or
Brussels Sprouts & Whole Grains and Portabella & Goat
quality demands of today’s consumers,” particularly
Cheese Ravioli.
Millennials. Available varieties include Enchiladas
“Meatless is a rapidly growing trend in the category
Al Chipotle, Chicken Enchiladas Poblano, Achiote
right now,” reports Yves Potvin, founder and president
Roasted Chicken and Beef Chile Colorado.
of Richmond, British Columbia-based Gardein (www.

Request Foods is your copacking partner. With 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing and packing
capacity, we are your one-stop resource for R&D and processing. Our team of top culinary chefs creates
custom entrées, side dishes, heat ‘n’ serve portions, and a whole lot more - every meal in every size. Give your
retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods. We Make Your Brand ... Better.
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SPOTLIGHT: DINNERS & ENTREES
Another trend to keep an eye on is center-of-theVarieties currently in test markets include Meatballs &
plate, protein-only frozen meals for consumers who
Sauce, Chicken Piccata and Chicken Parmesan. Q
want just a little help
with dinner — what
Keip calls the “halfSales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and dollar
scratch” approach.
stores combined for the 12 weeks ended April 19, 2015, according to IRI (@iriworldwide), a Chicago“Consumers tell us
based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
that if we provide
the starting point,
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
FZ DINNERS/ENTREES $2,080,769,536
(2.1) 715,454,272
(6.3) 647,929,472
(4.1)
they can take it from
SNGL-SRV DINNERS/ENTREES $1,006,347,776
(5.8) 466,020,288
(7.8) 300,270,720
(7.5)
there and add other
ConAgra
$289,975,552
(5.2)
164,191,424
(3.5)
104,735,480
(2.9)
items their famNestlé USA
$287,595,424
(10.7)
110,924,272
(13.4)
74,456,512
(12.3)
ily likes — whether
Heinz
$92,536,672
(17.9)
41,427,952
(19.7)
23,251,284
(19.7)
pasta, potatoes, rice
Bellisio Foods
$86,999,072
2.8
66,507,168
(6.1)
36,818,340
(5.2)
or veggies,” he says.
Amy’s Kitchen
$54,351,056
10.6
14,047,872
10.7
8,186,836
10.7
“Hormel and othHNDLD
ENTRS
(NON-BRKFST)
$592,640,000
3.8
173,903,648
(1.8)
185,439,040
2.8
ers have done protein
Nestlé
USA
$199,229,440
(1.9)
60,217,656
(5.3)
56,452,496
0.1
in refrigerated, but
Ruiz
Foods
$79,117,800
11.3
25,516,108
8.5
42,445,224
8.0
we think doing it in
Hillshire Brands
$46,328,712
27.0
8,242,847
30.3
15,880,016
20.5
frozen could help
White Castle
$41,114,712
29.9
6,948,845
23.0
8,683,003
29.0
bring some traffic
J.M. Smucker
$37,976,908
14.0
7,769,802
12.6
7,477,334
12.4
back,” Keip adds.
MULTI-SRV DINNERS/ENTREES $481,781,696
(0.9)
75,530,304
(6.3)
162,219,680
(5.1)
Michael Angelo’s
Nestlé USA
$192,326,224
0.9
24,120,888
(6.9)
67,975,008
(6.7)
is offering the new
ConAgra
$108,183,512
(3.8)
19,234,422
(2.0)
30,831,202
(6.6)
items in deli-type
Birds Eye
$68,713,224
18.4
14,183,172
8.2
24,950,924
20.0
packaging with a
Private Label
$21,139,288
(20.1)
2,751,853
(29.2)
9,190,878
(14.0)
window so shoppers
Michael Angelo’s
$18,761,764
35.7
1,908,535
25.1
5,011,564
33.1
can see what’s inside.
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HUMANELY RAISED
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CERTIFIED GLUTEN FREE

100% VEGETARIAN FED
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◆

RAISED WITHOUT ANTIBIOTICS

®

New from the Fastest Growing Brand of Natural Frozen Entrées*

Introducing Saffron Road’s
Nueva Cocina Mexicana
Please contact us at sales@saffronroadfood.com or 877.425.2587
Based on National SPINSscan Conventional Report (powered by IRI) 24 weeks ending 3/22/15 for brands doing over $1 million in sales

*

SPOTLIGHT: DIPS & SPREADS

BIG DIPPERS
America’s penchant for snacking helps propel the dips
and spreads category to new heights.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

T

hanks to consumers’ growing love for snacking,
the dips and spreads segment continues to expand
faster than just about any other category in the
supermarket. Sales of refrigerated flavored spreads (i.e.
hummus) topped $175.84 million across channels during the 12 weeks
ended April 19,
a 5.5% increase
over the same
period a year ago,
reports Chicagobased market
research firm IRI
(@iriworldwide).
Although White
Plains, N.Y.-based
Sabra Dipping
Co. (www.sabra.
Marzetti taps the power of today’s
com) owns about
hottest flavor with its debut of
60% of total sales,
Sriracha Ranch Veggie Dip.
Nos. 2 and 3, private label and Tribe Mediterranean Foods (www.tribe
hummus.com), Taunton, Mass., drove much of the gain,
registering 18.7% and 5.8% advances, respectively.
The refrigerated dip segment also put up some big
numbers, according to IRI. Sales shot up 8.1% to $177.94
million, led by private label (+7.8%) and Saginaw, Texasbased Fresherized Foods (+13.5%), part of the MegaMex
family and maker of the Wholly Guacamole lineup (www.
eatwholly.com).
Much of the credit goes to the snacks-as-meals trend,
according to insight and innovation vp Tracey Altman. “Traditional meals are going away, often replaced
by smaller, more frequent snacks whenever consumers
can fit them in,” which means dips and other traditional
snack foods are being consumed all day, every day.
“They’re everywhere now,” says Altman.

THE PUSH FOR PROTEIN
But because dips are being asked to serve as meal replacements, consumers expect a lot more from them. At the
top of the list: protein. So-called “alternate bean” dips
(with, say, edamame or black beans instead of chickpeas)
help meet that demand, but some manufacturers are
going even further. For example, Elk Grove Village, Ill.based Grecian Delight (www.greciandelight.com) recently
debuted Hummus Plus, a line of hummus mixed with
chicken. Offered in five different flavors, “Hummus Plus

has 28 grams of protein and 12 grams of fiber per serving,
with no artificial colors or flavors,” reports general manager and executive vp Peter Cokinos, who says hummus
and chicken are often paired together in Mediterranean
meals. Designed to be eaten hot or cold, containers of
Hummus Plus are sold singly — and come with their own
spork — for easy on-the-go consumption, another key
category trend.
To make eating on the run even more convenient, many
manufacturers are expanding their snack-size offerings.
For example, Sabra is adding two new flavors to its line of
2-ounce hummus minis: Roasted Red Pepper and Pizza,
the latter of which is a category first, according to marketing director Greg Greene. “It tested really well with both
parents and kids, so we view it as a step into the lunchbox.” He adds, “Parents say that if they can get their kids
to try hummus, they usually like it. So we wanted to come
up with a flavor that would really appeal to them.” Sabra
also bumped snack-size package counts from four to six
because it found many consumers want to bring a singleserve to work with them every day of the week.
Wholly Guacamole is also growing its snack-size portfolio, adding a sixth variety, Avocado Verde, to its minis
lineup this August. “People are using it not only as a dip,
but as a salad dressing, so we expect it to do well in this
format,” says Altman. She adds that single-serves are a
particularly good fit in the guacamole category because
once a package is opened, the product has to be used
within a short amount of time.

FUSION FLOURISHES
Ethnic fusion represents another important category
trend. “The days of Mexican in its lane and Italian in its
are over,” says Altman. In fact, “Millennials grew up on
fusion. For them, it’s all about flavor, not this ethnic cuisine or that.”
One example:
Grecian Delight’s
new Buffalo Feta
Greek Yogurt Dip,
which Cokinos calls
“Mediterranean with
a Buffalo twist.” But
it’s not just ethnic fusion; it’s flavor fusion.
“The next trend is
super-unique flavor
profiles,” explains
Aimee Tsakirellis,
New Tribe Swirls weave toppings
director of marketing
throughout the hummus for more
at Ward Hill, Massuniform flavor — and a snack that
based Cedar’s Medilooks as good as it tastes.
terranean Foods
(www.cedarsfoods.com). “A lot of mom and pop brands
not in the top 10 are getting space in the dip section because they offer unique flavor profiles, not me-too varieties.” After testing the waters with a Beet flavor last year,
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Cedar’s rolled out six “distinctive”
new flavors last month, Pineapple
Jalapeno, Balsamic Caramelized Onion, Garlic Kale, Adobo, Everything
(like the bagel) and the year’s hottest
flavor (both literally and figuratively)
Sriracha. “They’re really creating
a buzz in the category and getting
people excited about hummus,” says
Tsakirellis, who believes more variety
is the key to continued growth.
What other flavors are popular?
Anything bold or spicy, answers T.
Marzetti’s director of brand marketing-produce Mary Beth Cowardin,
citing the Columbus, Ohio-based
company’s hot-selling Southwest
Ranch Veggie Dip as an example.
Both Millennials and a growing immigrant population are looking for
“spicy, ethnic and other flavors that
not only bring the heat but interesting new tastes,” she explains. With
that in mind, the company recently
added a Sriracha Ranch variety to its
veggie dip lineup, which Cowardin
says sells best when merchandised
alongside fresh pre-cut veggies.
Sabra is also moving into bolder
flavors, rolling out a Bold ‘n Spicy
variety of its snack packs, which
combine a single-serving of hummus with Tostitos tortilla chips. “Hot
flavors are doing especially well with
younger people, who are also big us-

ers of grab-and-go,” explains Greene.
The new addition is also Sabra’s first
gluten-free grab-and-go offering (the
tortilla chips are gluten-free, too).

also looks really cool. “The Instagram
food culture and the notion of ‘food
porn’ has consumers eating with
their eyes more so now than ever
before,” says Mathis. Expected to hit
SOME LIKE IT HOT
the shelves this month, available vaSabra is also going bolder in the salsa rieties include Sriracha, Roasted Red
segment “where heat is extremely
Pepper, Salsa and Garlic & Herb.
important,” says Greene. Its new
But what about health? “BetterFire-Roasted
for-you attributes
Salsa is the
and certifications
hottest flavor in
have become the
the company’s
standard,” says
lineup, which
Tsakirellis. “A lot
now includes
of smaller brands
something for
have emerged with
consumers at
attributes like nonevery point on
GMO, natural and
the spiciness
organic, glutenspectrum.
free and kosherTribe is
certified, so that’s
bringing the
sort of the cost of
heat as well,
entry these days.”
Its first gluten-free grab-and-go
but it’s spreadAltman agrees.
offering, Sabra’s new Bold & Spicy
ing it out.
“Everyone wants
To-Go packs help meet growing
While many
clean labels now,”
demand for stronger, more
hummuses are
she says. “We did
intense flavors.
finished with a
a blind taste panel
topping, “We found that consumers
with Millennials recently and they
preferred having the topping weaved
all kept asking to see the label. It was
throughout the bowl rather than
funny, but also very telling.”
just on top,” explains brand manager
The final piece of the puzzle is
Stephanie Mathis. So the company
proper merchandising. Greene precreated Tribe Swirl, a new line that
fers a “dips destination” so consumdelivers “flavor in every bite” — and
ers know exactly where to go to find
whatever they’re
looking for. But
cross-merchandisSales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and dollar
ing, especially with
stores combined for the 12 weeks ended April 19, 2015, according to IRI (@iriworldwide), a Chicagoproducts consumers
based market research firm. Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
may not associate
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
with dips (chicken,
DIPS
$177,936,704
8.1
60,815,600
3.7
50,345,272
3.1
sandwich fi xings,
Private Label
$29,723,320
7.8
10,304,191
4.1
9,120,622
3.4
etc.), could take the
Fresherized Foods
$21,521,124
13.5
5,554,262
14.5
3,573,200
3.1
category to new
T. Marzetti Co.
$20,921,860
(0.1)
6,097,543
(1.9)
4,882,170
(1.7)
heights when a
Ventura Foods
$16,140,850
8.8
8,872,405
8.6
8,251,877
8.8
recipe card is added
Heluva Good Cheese
$13,156,291
(1.0)
6,201,381
(5.5)
5,241,686
(4.0)
to the mix.
Yucatan Foods
$8,993,490
60.1
1,972,207
43.1
1,674,849
54.1
“We know purSabra Dipping Co.
$8,500,329
34.9
2,403,093
31.8
1,407,800
42.4
chases of our prodFLAVORED SPREADS
$175,841,696
5.5
50,701,472
3.8
33,667,448
4.9
uct are 50% planned
Sabra Dipping Co.
$107,625,792
1.8
29,338,072
1.0
20,520,566
1.5
and 50% impulse, so
Private Label
$17,823,508
18.7
5,578,878
12.8
3,670,646
18.4
there’s a huge opporTribe Mediterranean Foods
$11,803,925
5.8
4,299,605
5.1
2,261,949
5.2
tunity for retailers
Cedars Mediterranean Foods $6,518,410
(7.7)
2,107,411
(6.9)
1,516,755
1.3
to get an extra ring,”
Kraft Foods Group
$5,380,599
(23.4)
1,921,540
(21.6)
921,099
(22.9)
says Altman. Q
Tryst
$4,310,637
31.7
1,035,967
39.4
672,468
29.8

DIPS & SPREADS
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LINEAGE

across industry.
Because Lineage launched its
energy saving program in February, it
does not have results yet. However, it
has already made several steps in the
right direction.
“We have someone in every single
facility monitoring our energy usLogistics firm tells IARW convenage, so we know what is going on
tion how it plans $80 million in
day-to-day. And we are training
cumulative cost avoidance during
everyone in every single facility,”
the next 10 years.
Hendrickson said.
Lineage is also using Cascade to
BY CHRISTINE BLANK
provide “tune-ups” at its facilities.
ineage Logistics (www.line
“We send an engineer and seasoned
agelogistics.com) plans to save
refrigeration technician to the site
10% on its energy expenses
for the better part of a week. We
within three
work closely with
years and
their own staff and
more than 25%
trusted contractors
within 10 years,
and vendors, in some
according to Bill
cases – to idenHendrickson,
tify, document, and
CEO of the
implement low- and
Colton, Calif.no-cost operations
based company.
and maintenance
At the recent
improvements,”
IARW-WFLO
Wilcox explained.
Convention &
While Wilcox and
Expo in Orlando,
Hendrickson did
he teamed up
not specify Lineage’s
with Marcus
cost savings from
Wilcox, CEO of
the tune-up process,
Portland, Ore.most facilities realize
Bill Hendrickson, CEO of
based Cascade
between 5% and 15%
Lineage Logistics, tells a
Energy (www.
savings, according to
GCCA gathering about how
cascadeenergy.
Wilcox.
the company plans to achieve
com), to reveal
A key to success is
significant savings on its
ways Lineage
Lineage’s “clear and
energy costs.
and other warerobust” executive
housing and losupport, said Hengistics firms can reduce energy costs.
drickson. “It starts with me and our
Lineage, which runs 111 facilities
COO. We are assigning ownership to
in 21 states, was spending an esthe right people and have established
timated 11% of its annual revenue
a goal, a plan and a budget.”
on energy when it sought help
In addition, Hendrickson and
from Cascade Energy and Durham,
other management members — inN.C.-based Sustainable Industrial
cluding accounting analysts, IT exSolutions (www.sustainableis.com).
ecutives and other key personnel —
Henderson said Lineage is targeting
meet monthly to discuss the project
$80 million in cumulative cost avoid- and track results. Lineage executives
ance during the next 10 years. To
have been able to get buy-in from
that end, Lineage joined the United
facility managers and staff by making
States Department of Energy’s Better the project an internal competition.
Plants Program, a national partner“It is part of the bonus program. They
ship initiative to drive significant
have to feel like this is a real team
improvement in energy efficiency
process,” Hendrickson said.

EYES 25% CUT

IN ENERGY COSTS

L

“Energy management is only 20%
technical; it is primarily about people. You have to educate people and
they have to be motivated,” Wilcox
said. Q

5 WAYS TO CUT
YOUR COSTS

H

ere are tips you can use to save
energy costs, according to
Marcus Wilcox, CEO of Cascade
Energy (www.cascadenergy.com),
Walla Walla, Wash.
Work with local utility companies on rate optimization. In
regions where electrical generation is
stressed, such as California and the
Northeast, some utilities may engage
customers to reduce or eliminate
electrical load during peak times. “In
exchange for this, the utility will offer
a financial reward to the customer
for participating in their demand
response program,” Wilcox said.
In addition, warehouses can reduce
costs by shifting energy use to the
evening, if the utility rate schedule
charges less for energy at night.
Meanwhile, in deregulated states,
facilities can purchase their energy

1.

Marcus Wilcox, CEO of Cascade
Energy, highlights the top ways
warehouses can cut energy costs.
JUNE 2015
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on the open market. “They can negotiate, competitively bid or use other
market mechanisms to improve the
market rate they pay,” Wilcox stated.
Provide a healthy budget for
making energy efficiency
improvements and capital upgrades
from the start. “Small energy efficiency goals (such as 5% to 10% improvement) are achievable with low and
no-cost improvements to operations
and maintenance practices. However, more substantial goals (such
as greater than 10%) require capital
upgrades,” Wilcox said. Upgrades
could include warehouse lighting,
refrigeration system control and
components, warehouse doors, and
other energy-using systems.
“The capital upgrades need
to be identified, analyzed,
priced, prioritized, scheduled and
budgeted,” Wilcox said. “Some
companies do a good job at this,
but a surprising number implement
energy efficiency capital upgrades
in a very tactical way, with one-off
approvals every year during their
annual budgeting process.”
Measurement, benchmarking
and reporting throughout
the energy management process is
critical. “We are big fans of internal
data and analytics,” Wilcox said.
Reporting and analysis ensures that
energy performance is documented
and disseminated to the right people
within an organization. “Often,
a limited set of people actually
influence energy use. In a
manufacturing or cold storage
environment, this includes floor
staff, maintenance staff and system
operators. These people need
energy performance reporting that
is clear, meaningful and actionable,”
Wilcox noted. Plus, executives and
managers need reporting to track
progress toward goals. “Reporting
ensures that everyone gets the
information they need to perform.”
Train staff in energy
management practices and
include them as part of the team.
“It is important that, when we are
proposing change to the site staff,

2.

3.

4.

5.
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they understand why we are making
the change, how it reduces energy
use, what the risks are, how the
change is to be implemented, and
the impact on their job
Wilcox said. Employees can
also be encouraged to obtain
Certified Refrigeration Energy
Specialist certification, offered
by the Refrigerating Engineers &
Technicians Association (www.reta.
com), Albany, Ore. Q

,”

NET UP 8.6%
FOR TOP PRWs

IARW Benchmarking Report shows
gains during past two years.
BY CHRISTINE BLANK

T

enues averaged $6.6 million across
all warehouses and the average net
income of responding member warehousing firms was $695,925.
One of the largest disparities
between earnings and net income
was among medium-sized firms with
between five and 15 million cubic
feet of space. While this group averaged total earnings EBITDA of $6.8
million, net income was $962,967.
“That group this past year had a
little more problem in terms of profit
margin, even though their revenue
was up,” Salin said. “They may be in
a transition period where they are
investing (in equipment, technology,
etc.).” For example, many firms are
investing in RFID robotics systems.
“If you are trying to upgrade to RFID
technology, you are putting out millions of dollars, and haven’t got it
working to its full capacity yet,” Salin
explained.
All warehousing companies had
a large outlay in capital investments
— more than $80 million on existing
facilities and nearly $76 million on
expansion projections in 2014.
Other top findings from the
Benchmarking Report include:

op-performing public refrigerated warehouses averaged 8.6% higher earnings
in 2014 versus 2012, according to
the International Association of
Refrigerated Warehouses (IARW)
Productivity and Benchmarking
Report.
Economist Victoria Salin, a
professor in the
Department of
Agricultural Economics at Texas
A&M University,
provided analysis
of the report’s
key findings at
the IARW-WFLO
(World Food
Logistics Association) Convention
Sharing some time during a break at the IARW-WFLO
& Expo in Orlanconvention are, from l., Steve Mauro of Kingspan
do in late April.
Insulated Panels, Jim Romine of Lineage Logistics and
Companies
Daren Sealover of Graycor Construction Company.
with fewer than
15 million cubic feet of space av—Around 25% of warehouses
eraged earnings before interest,
reported Workers Compensation
taxes, depreciation and amortization claims, at an average of $11,564 per
(EBITDA) of 24%, while those larger
claim. As a whole, warehouses paid
than 14 million cubic feet averaged
an annual premium of $71,125 for
31% EBITDA in 2014.
Workers Comp, representing 1% of
Despite the increase in EBITDA,
their revenue.
the industry’s average earnings as a
—Warehouses surveyed use an
percentage of revenue were virtually
average of 6.1 million kilowatt hours
unchanged from 2012 to 2014. Revof energy per year. Notably, 50% of

National Reach, Local Connections
DEDICATION SETS LINEAGE APART
Lineage Logistics is a warehousing and logistics
company built to deliver sophisticated, customized
and dependable cold chain solutions. Lineage has
one of the largest facility networks in the U.S.
forged through the combination of entrepreneurial
companies with long histories and strong reputations.
We are a company of creative people dedicated to
getting the job done and absolutely committed to
customer service.
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warehouses purchase energy on the
open market and 41% say energy
costs are regulated.
—Of the companies surveyed,
17% operated fewer than five million
cubic feet of space, 31% had between
five and 15 million cubic feet and 51%
had more than 15 million cubic feet.
The complete IARW Productivity and Benchmarking Report is
provided only to the association’s
warehouse members who complete
the survey. Q

USCS EARNS 3 MORE
GFSI CERTIFICATIONS

U

nited States Cold Storage,
Voorhees, N.J., has earned certification through the British Retail
Consortium (BRC) under the Global
Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) for
three additional California facilities
— two in Tulare and one in Fresno.
“The BRC certification is validation of our long-term commitment
to providing the highest quality food
safety standards through the supply chain,” explains Rod Noll, vp –
Western region. “A growing number
of manufacturers, retail, and food
service companies in North America
require this independent certification. Tracy is our fourth distribution
center certification, and we intend to
have most of our distribution centers
certified by the end of the year.”
Lisa Battino, regulatory compliance and safety manager for USCA,
notes that “Globally recognized
certification such as BRC helps us to
ensure our distribution centers and
food safety practices are meeting the
best possible standards and provide
valuable third party recognition of
our commitment to our customers.”
Originally introduced in 2006,
the Global Standard for storage and
distribution provides the essential
certification link between the range
of BRC manufacturing standards
and the end user, the retailer, and
the food service company. BRC has
been recognized internationally as
the leader in food safety certification.
As a member of the GFSI, the BRC is
committed to continuous improve-
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ment of its food safety standard
and requires the same continuous
improvement from the distribution
centers they certify. Q

NEW GCCA DIRECTORY
IS IN PRINT & ONLINE

T

he Global Cold Chain Alliance
(GCCA), Alexandria, Va., has
published its 2015-2016 Global Cold
Chain Directory. The annual printed
publication is complemented by a free
online directory and
mobile app.
The app, the first
mobile buyer’s guide
for the industry,
lets users search for
cold chain providers by company
type, location, and
products or services.
It is available free
in the iTunes App
Store or Google Play.
The online directory
is available at http://www.gcca.org/
directory.
The directory features members
and partners of the GCCA Core
Partners — the International Association of Refrigerated Warehouses
(IARW), World Food Logistics
Organization (WFLO), International
Association for Cold Storage Construction (IACSC) and International
Refrigerated Transportation Association (IRTA). Q

CHOPTANK PARTNERS
ON ACADEMIC SALES
PROGRAM

C

hoptank Transport Inc.,
Preston, Md., and Salisbury
University’s Franklin P. Perdue
School of Business, Salisbury,
Md., are partnering to launch the
Choptank Transport Annual Sales
Program, an initiative by SU’s new
Mid-Atlantic Sales and Marketing
Institute (MASMI).
With Choptank’s financial support, the university will offer a
specifically sales-focused academic

program, complementing the Perdue
School’s marketing curriculum. This
may eventually allow SU to offer
a minor in sales to accompany its
degree programs.
“We have worked closely with the
Perdue School over the last several
years and feel it has been a great
investment,” said Geoff Turner, CEO
of Choptank Transport and former
Transportation Intermediaries Association chair. “The caliber of talent
we have realized from
the school has been
well worth it.”
Many people entering the sales workforce
come to it from a more
general marketingdegree background, as
opposed to the more
focused sales-oriented
program that the Management and Marketing
Department will offer.
Surveys have shown
that sales program
graduates ramp up 50%
faster than their non-sales educated
counterparts. They also experience
30% less turnover. Sales graduates
are prepared for their roles through
highly specialized education and real
world, hands-on opportunities. Q

TQL OPENING
CARRIER SERVICES
DIVISION

T

otal Quality Logistics will open
a new carrier services division
in Tampa, Fla. — the company’s
first non-sales division to open outside of corporate headquarters in
Cincinnati.
Carrier Services provides afterhours support for the freight brokerage firm. Job growth from the new
division, in addition to growth in the
company’s sales operations, is expected to create nearly 200 new jobs
in Tampa in the next two years.
When it opens in July, the new
division will occupy 36,000 square
feet of office space at 601 S. Harbour
Island Blvd. Q

Q

‘ARF!’

TOP
DOGS

SPEAK
Selected outtakes from
recent conference calls with
securities analysts, courtesy of
SeekingAlpha.com.

TARGET CORP.

First quarter conference call May 20.

Brian C. Cornell, chairman, president & CEO: We
are just beginning to reinvent our food assortment and
presentation. We have an opportunity
to drive more traffic and sales in this
critical area of the store by becoming
more specialized in our assortment,
more focused on healthy options in
support of wellness. We’re testing
potential assortment and presentation options and this year we plan to
study the guest response to potential
changes before determining what we’ll roll out more
extensively next year.
Kathryn A. Tesija, Exec VP, chief merchandising and
supply chain officer: We’re testing many different things,
whether that’s assortment changes, presentation changes,
supply chain changes. Part of our testing is to try to isolate those tests so that we can get a good read. So there’s
not going to be one place that you can go look (to see) the
new food innovation. We’ve got it all over the place.
We’ve just hired Anne Dament to senior VP of grocery,
and we’re very excited about that. She’s been onboard now
for about a month, and brings us 19 years of experience in
grocery and CPG (from senior management positions at
PetSmart and Safeway.)

DOLLAR TREE

First quarter conference call May 21.

Bob Sasser, CEO: We’re continuing the expansion of
our frozen and refrigerated category. In the first quarter,
we installed freezers and
coolers and 96 additional
stores. We currently
offer frozen and refrigerated product in 3,716
stores and we’re grow-
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ing. Frozen and refrigerated merchandise is generally
lower margin but it’s fast returning, more frequently
purchased and the increase in shopping frequency provides Dollar Tree the opportunity to drive incremental
sales across all categories, including the higher margin
discretionary product.

WALMART

First quarter conference call May 19.
Greg Foran, president and CEO of Walmart U.S.:
One key headwind we faced in grocery during the first
quarter was moderating inflation in
meat, and deflation
in both dairy and
produce. While partially offset by inflationary trends
in dry and frozen foods, we estimate the moderation in
fresh foods impacted our overall comp performance by
almost 70 basis points this quarter.

HIGH LINER FOODS

First quarter conference call May 12.

Keith Decker, president and CEO: We believe most of
the price increases are now behind us. As we’ve said, we
expect some
relief on raw
material costs
as we get into
the fourth
quarter of the year. The reason it will take that long to realize (is because) we have long lead times and we’re sitting
on inventory today. But that’s already baked into our pricing, so we wouldn’t expect anything in terms of pricing
increases of any magnitude in the near future.

FRESHPET

First quarter conference call May 7.

Richard Thompson, CEO: In the first quarter, we generated net sales of $27.1 million, up approximately 40%
compared to last
year. Our net sales
growth continued to
outpace our distribution growth.
Freshpet Fridges increased approximately 21% to 14,019
in addition to increasing velocity per fridge… Freshpet’s
growth is driven by the increased demand for better-foryou pet food products. Pet parents are increasingly looking for fresh, natural pet food.
Dick Kassar, CFO: For the full year 2015, we expect
Freshpet Fridges in the range of 15,100 to 15,600 stores,
representing an increase of approximately 13% to 17%
compared to the prior year. Q
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